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GREASER .... 
Happy days 
are here again 
Afro-Am expenditures: 
Discrepancies in SGA 
By Mike MacHardy 
In last week's Commentwe 
printed a letter written by SGA 
Senator Tom Landry, a senior at 
BSC. This letter (on page 2) was 
written in reference to a 
"coverup" of sorts involving the 
recent controversy concerning 
the senate's subsequent 
freezing/unfreezing of the 
bqdget of the Afro-American 
Society. The so-called 
, "coverup" and secret meetings 
inlolved members of the Ways 
and Means Committee of the 
SGA. 
The Afro-American Society 
submitted its proposed. budget 
before last semeser began in the 
amount of $5,600.00 to the Ways 
and Means. Eventually Ways and 
Means approved $1720.00 of the 
requested amount. Of the $5600 
originally requested, $950.00 of 
that amount was to be used for 
Afro-American's Homecoming 
Week festivities. This is when the 
alleged infraction occurred. The 
expenses. listed for this event 
included: Black poet and group, 
police and alumnf party, food, 
beverages and correspondance. 
\--------------------.;.--..,.---------------~-----+. For tbe "food .. ·item, Ways and 
organization may be funded for 
"food." So that l~aves $650.00. 
Way-s·amt.MeaBs·tften cut $150.00 
off that because they felt a poet 
shouldn't be paid over $500.00. 
Still with me? Here's where the 
problem comes in. When Ways 
and Means stated that SGA does 
not fund any clubs for food. they 
negected to state that they also 
included· beverages. . Therefore 
the members of Afro-American· 
Society went out and spent over 
$100.00 on wine for the 
Homecoming Party. Afro-
American Society really can't be 
held at fault because the 
"be 'verageH part was not 
specifically coupled with the 
"food" part. When SGA was 
informed of this infraction they 
immediately froze' Afro-Am's 
funds (Dec. 9, -1975). Between 
then and Januar~ 11}, members 
of· Afro-A'i'fl ~d \\Tnys and Means 
Committee members met to 
discuss the whole situation. The 
following day Afr-Am's funds 
were unfrozen. THAT night 
(Jan. 20) Ways and Means met a 
copleof tilDes • behind ... closed 
doors. TbisW3S thc'''covernp of 
Victor Bugliosi an SRO Crowd; 
By E. Maloney 
I approached Vince Bugliosi's 
novel "HeIter Skelter" with a 
degree of trepidation. As he 
stated in his lecture Monday 
afternoon, it wasn't so much the 
fisolated fact of mass murder, it 
was their brutality and the kinky 
.~ . kind of karma associated with the 
~ . family that left one with an odd 
feeling that by merely immersing 
oneself in the details, you could 
become exposed to Manson. 
Bugliosi remarked that he found 
people were actually fearful of the 
possibility of his escape or parole, 
adding that if anyone had reason 
to fear it was him. Nothing in the 
novel or Mr. Bugliosi's lecture 
dispelled the fear. The question 
remains. How exactly did this 
man convince a group of middle 
class dropouts to commit such 
brutal crimes? 
Mr. Bugliosi offered evidence 
of possible contributions to the 
answer. The girls were all 
dropouts, dissatisfied leftovers 
from the legacy of Haight-
Ashbury. They were susceptible 
raw material. Manson broke 
through inhibitory mechanisms 
I by immersing them in a sexual 
lifestyle designed to tear apart 
any social-moral code. Manson 
had charisma. The "man of a 
thousand faces," as he had been 
described, could assume any role 
necessary to bind these people to 
his servlce. He could be tolerant, 
authoritarian, fatherly, could 
become what any individual 
needed of him. The step to belief . 
in the man is hard to follow, 
fraught as it is with a peculiar 
combination of need vs. con-
science but given that belief and 
Manson's own desire to bring 
about Helter-Skelter (the 
ultimate black-white con-
frontation from which Charley 
would emerge as leader of the 
masses), the murders make an 
odd kind of sense (perhaps 
comparable to our limited 
understanding of kamikaze 
pilots in the second World War 
or, for that matter, any act of 
murder). 
My exposure to Mr. BugJiosi 
included a one-half hour interview 
session taped at the WBIM 
studios in which we essentially 
explored some of the im-
plications of Manson's behavior. 
I noted that in his book, Bugliosi 
related various conversations he 
had had with_Manson and that 
these conversatipns revealed an 
intelligent man incongruent with 
some preconceived image of a 
mass murderer. Was his 
madness evident? Mr. Bugliosi 
Means cut out $300.00 because it 
is an SGA policy that no 
replied that Charles was indeed 
a "Man of a Thousand Faces" 
and that his highly reasonable 
conversations were merely one 
of the many facets of this man. 
lit seems that Manson's crimes 
have not endeared him to the 
prison community. Charley has 
been beaten on more than one 
occasion. No, there is no chance 
of parole. 
Bugliosi's lecture capsulized 
the impact of the novel, exploring 
questions of motivation, pointing 
Bridgewatergate." Since then 
Afro-Am has not and will not be 
(cont"d to page 5) 
to incongruous facts about the 
murderers and outlining Man-
son's master plan to provoke 
Helter-Skelter. The ballroom was 
packed. The curious, the fearful, 
the interested, all concerned with 
"why?" Perhaps in the hope 
othat by knowing, they could 
insulate themselves from a re-
occurrence or maybe just 
thinking "it could have been me" 
as victim of a madman or (as 
they examine the convicted girls) 
as murderer. 
I repeat, the question remains. 
How exactly did t~is man con-
vince a group of middle class 
dropouts to commit such brutal 
crimes? There is little solace to 
be found in their incarceration for 
as Squeaky's attempts on Forq's 
life showed us, the question tbati's 
frightening is not "how; " it 
'lappened in the past, but "when" 
'ill it happen in the future. 
features: 
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IDITDBIILS· 
100 Days To Go 
Commencement exercises have in recent years been regarded as 
meaning iess by a growing number of students and faculty members at 
Bridgewater State College. The ceremony seems to serve no purpose 
other than to impress parents. alumni, and other disquinsbed guests. 
whil&. the school puts its best foot forward. . . 
The graduates sweat under black acetate, and. fac?lty membe~ 
become asphyxiated from the smell of mothballs ,yhlCh rISe§)ut of thell" 
age old scholars robes. "Pomp and <:ircumstance Jt i~ played.' one by 
one the graduates file up. under the CirCUS tent, to recleve a diploma. 
In the time it take. 19 shake with the right hand and take with the left. 
college is over. . 
The Commencement ceremony as it is performed today. bas become a 
ritual' just another requirement that we must fulfill in order to gradu~te, just another status s~mbol f~r ~he college as it presents its 
latest additions to society, for InspectIOn . 
~~ \\ 51\\~{~' 
.r 
Graduatin should be planned by and for the senior class. as they 
present THEMSELVES to society. The commencement speaker should 
also be chosen by and for the graduating class; unfortunately he/she is 
not. There is a commencement committee which reviews the 
suggestions made by the class members but the ultimate decision, here 
at Bridgewater, is made by the President. This Ifeel is wrong and 5TlLL rnA'! BE.. COLt) \ At R J }3\..tt .foR 
iT'L\.': BE.. :rUN£ .. should be corrected. 
As a sophomore, I feel that in order to insure a graduation ceremony 
Ot U~ U)\10 1:>i<:,- "THe.. SUN J :'OOru 
which is more than a "cap and gown" affair, we as the class of 1978 must graduating class. 
begin now to plan the event. The same applies to the classes of 1977 and This problem has been ignored 
1979. Perhaps commencement could be restructured so that some of the long enough by past class officers 
"Po~p" is taken out of the circumstance. A.solution to the apparent as well as certain individuals. 
stalemate, between the students and the executive branch in regards to . Even though this referendum will 
the selection of a commencement speaker, would' be to have two not help my class--the class of '76-
speakers.; one chosen by the students and one chosen by the President. - I feel it is about time that we 
Graduation is the Alpha and the Omega. It reprsents the last time start thinking about the future--
that mCJ.t1y..will ham.to see friends, roomates classmates and the school about'one'another on how we can 
itself. It marKS tne beginning of ; a new job, a new way of life, possibly help each other. I hope that no 
marriage, or maybe just a period in which to breath a sigh of relief that other graduating class has to 
after four years,its all over. encounter so many difficulties 
Graduation should not be considered a "Mickey MouseAffair". It is and frustrations. 
not. I would like to end my letter by 
SJL this statement, "That at all times, 
---........ --------------------- I firmly ··believe that the com-





in regards of a problem that 
every graduating class en-
counters-- a commencement 
speaker. 
I'm not about to go into the 
many problems the com-
mencement committee, as .well as 
the class officers, must contend 
with, nor am I about to evaluate 
their decisions. I feel it is too late 
to complain about the decision or 
even their procedures. Rather, I 
would like to offer the following 
suggestion: "an increase in the 
annual commencement fee from 
$2.50 to $3.50. This increase of 
$1.00will take place only during 
the senior year and will be used 
only for a commencement 
speaker." 
This statement was proposed 
at a SGA meeting where I am 
felt that one of tne major is only by working together can 
we ever ~xpect to achieve problems the committee en-
conters of who thay may consider progress. BSC students, let's get 
for a speaker is on whether or not together and vote Yes on 
they change a fee. Up to the Wednesday, Feb. 18 in favor of 
Present time, BSC bas never paid the proposal. Thank you, for the speakers, thus limiting Bill Abraham 
their quality. 
I feel that this increase would Senior Class President 
allow the committee to explore 
more popular personalities as 
suggested and desired by the 
Senior Class. Since many of the 
speakers we may want . may 
request a fee. Also, this would 
give the graduating class a 
"possible goal" in the s-ei.nse of 
raising more money for a 
speaker. Even if the money could 
not be used for a specific speaker 
that the committee decided upon, 
it could be used toward a' 
scholarship, senior week events, 
or even the commencement itself. 
I am sure that this would 
not solve the problem of com-
mencement speakers totally, but 
it is .in my opinion "one way of 
heading in the right direction." 
A direction in the favor of the 
oil apathy 
While pondering such weighty 
problems as who to vote for in the 
Massachusetts Primary, is the 
world running out of energy?, 
·and did Armbuster actually 
interfere with Carlton Fiske? --It 
occurred to me that my once 
zealous involvement in such 
m~ tters has ; since been 
reduced to mere rhetoric. Since 
my participation .as a 
Democratic volunteer back in 
1972 my primary activity 
towards realizing my own 
preferences in government and 
school policy has usually been 
associated with a glass of beer 
and the philosophy of spiritus 
,..--------p hot o-sen 5 it i V e. _fe_rm_en_ti. ____ .
Can this be the awful apathy· 
tha t is so often alluded to in the 
Comment? 
Apathy is an often misused 
word in the world of the pseudo-
intellectual as well as that of the 
so-called intelligentsia. In its 
dictionary definition' apathy in-
fers a lack of interest. Well 
certainly interest is not missing 
in this or am other student body. 
Just sit down with anyone and you 
will find opinions, and opinions 
require some interest at 
minimum. 
What is really missing is ac-
tion. For example: If the SGA in 
its infinite wisdom were to P911 
the student body in their classes 
and. obtain a . more represen-
tative result, perhaps something 
as ludicrous as the athletic fee 
would be elimInated. This IS not 
passing the buck, but mereiy 
logi~lly realizing that this is a 
college dominated by com-
muters. In that atmosphere, 
positive action must be initiated 
by the elected officials. What is 
not needed is the endless boring 
chastising of apathetic students, 
which keeps the Comment's 
articles on upcoming votes from 
being read. (Students have very 
little use in a paper that con-
tinually chastizes their 
frailties.) 
If we at BSC are to develop a 
concerned· school community we 
must end these petty divisions 
between newspaper and student, 
and commuters and residents. 
Although 1 am convinced that the 
effort is there, the SGA must 
be~ome more aware of who it 
represeJ1ts not what it w~nts to do. 
Matliew·Ctimmiii.is~·: ~~ .': .. ' . ; 
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BTU Fights for 
Tenants'Rights 
Having trouble with your 
landlord? The Brockton Tenants 
Union (BTU) is an organization of 
tenants fighting to assure people 
the right to decent housing at 
rents they can afford. Formed in 
1972, the BTU has successfully 
stopped evictions, erased rent 
increases, and forced needed 
repairs in apartments all across 
the city. 
The purpose of the BTU is to 
build a strong organization of 
tenants to fight for our rights in a 
unified and democratic way. As 
individuals < we are helpless 
against lanQiords, politicians, big 
business. and others who control 
the homes we live in, the things 
we buy, and the jobs we work at. 
Only through organizing can we 
win pllwer and our right~. 
The BTU has taken an active 
role in the struggle of FHA 
tenants to live in the housing 
which the federal government 
says is for "low to moderate in-
come people." Tenants at Battles 
Farm and Southfield Gardens, 
both owned by Max Kargman of 
First Realy, have been fighting 
rent increases which would drive 
out low income families. Tenants 
at Battles Farm have been 
withholdin~.a $27 rent increase 
'siti<!e 1973; There are many bad 
conditions at Battles Farm and 
the tenants union there feels the 
increase is unjustified -- they are 
also dealing with the issue of low 
income people being told to leave 
low income housing becaus~ they 
cannot afford the rent. 
l' enants at Southfield Gardens 
have also recently organized to 
fight a $25 rent increase which 
many of the families have simply 
. cannot afford. And given the 
critical lack of decent low-cost 
housing in Brockton, low income 
Brockton families living in FHA 
housing are facing the threat of 
being told to leave the city 
because they cannot pay the rent 
demanded. 
BTU waS! ',{:llso instrumental in 
getting the city to adopt the 
Certifica te of Fitness Law in 1973. 
Under this law the Brockton 
Health Dept. must inspect all 
. vacant apartments before they 
can be rented. The BTU also lead 
the fight to adopt Rent Control in 
Brockton. Although the 
referendum was defeated, the 
BTU· came into contact with 
thousands of tenants during the 
campaign and was able to further 
help people understand their 
rights and the need to organize 
tenant unions. 
The BTU has recently opened 
weekly "Tenants Rights Clinics" 
to identify new organizing 
possibilities, to attract new· 
members to the BTU, and to help. 
stop particularly bad examples of 
landlord abuse. The clinics are 
staffed by members of the BTU 
who are experienced in housing 
problems and how to deal with 
them. The Clinics are held at the 
BTU offices at 7 Main Street, 
every Tuesday morning from 6 to 
9. For. more information about 
the clinics or about BTU call 583-
0649. 
~ditorial Note: This is number 
,even in a series of articles 
Nritten and prepared by the 
members at the SGA Student 
Services Committee 
.by Elaine Zollo' 
Do you know someone who 
has the desire and potential for a 
college . education, but due to 
cetain circumstances has not 
been prepared to enter in a 
regular college program? If so, 
Mr. Paul Gaines is the man to 
see. As Director of Progress, 
<Program for the Recruitmant 
and Retention of Special 
Students), IT IS HIS JOB TO 
SEE THAT THESE "special" 
students find a place at BSe. 
Upon his graduation from 
Rogers High School in R. 1. , Mr. 
Gaines attended . Xavier 
University in New Orleans where 
he received his BS in Health and 
Physical Education with a minor 
in History. He obt~ined his 
Masters in Guidance and Coun-
seling at Bridgewater State and 
Febwary.12, 1976 The Comment 3 
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IISpeciaJ" Director: 
Paul Gaines 
his Masters in History at R. I. a higher education. Progress 
College. He' taught Jr. and Sr. offers many supportive services, 
High for 9 years. It is obvious that such as: tutoring, 
from his previous experiences separate schedulmg, personal 
Mr. Gaines has had many op- counseling, ~ a~d other unique 
portunities to relate to people. situations. 
And, since that's what his job Mr. Gained would like to see 
calls for, he's very qualified. Progress as a regular part of. the 
Mr. Gaines was hired in 1968 as college. "Special programs 
an Assistant Academic Ad- serve special services." He 
ministrator. As he put it, HI was thinks peop·le should not be 
in the right spot, at the right stereotyped in special programs 
time." BSC was looking for a . He is proud to be a Black ad-
Black administrator and when ministrator in a predominantly 
Dean Harrington and President white campus. 
Rondileau met him they liked When asked about the cramped 
what they saw. Mr. Gained office space he has, Mr. Gaines 
made "a strong decision for a responded, "These crowded 
new career and hasn't regretted conditions are absurd!" "There 
it since." In 1968 Paul was in- is no way to have a confidential 
volved with admissions and discussion in this office. If 
scheduling: For 3 years he people really feel Progress is 
worked closely with the productive, then give us more 
Academic Dean, the Registar. room." He realizes there is. a 
and the Director of Financial shortage of space and he has 
Aid, Dave Morwick (who shares adjusted to w1Jat he has. But 
an "office space" beside him). there really is no need for such 
In 1971 Mr. Gaines was appointed . cramped conditions. 
Director of Progress. Even with this Ilgreat lack of 
As Director of Progress, he facilities" I he's doing an ex-
deals with working adults who in traordinarY job!!! Mr. Gaines is 
thhe past were unable to attend . an interesting man with a great 
college and also with people from personality and it was an extreme 
different backgrounds who want pleasure talking with him. 
Sophomores' Juniors 
DeE and Grad students PROGRESS 
All undergraduate applicants are available for all at the Office 
{Of the Teacher Pre~aration of Teacher Preparation and 
"Program \including those in the Placement and for DCE and 
Division of Continuing Graduate students at the DCE 
Education) must make formal Office in the library. 
application for it by March 1 of All applicants for senior Off-
"heir ,Sophomore year by sub- Campus Student Teaching must 
mitting the autho·rized ap- obtain from, and file with, The 
olication to the Teacher Office of Teacher Preparation 
?reparation and Placement and Placement that appropriate 
Office by the deadline date. . application form (a) if an un-
All graduate applicants must dergraduate, by March I of the 
submit the same form to the same Junior year (b) if a DCE un-
office by March 1 of the academic dergraduate, by March 1 of the 
year prior to the year in which year prior to Off- Campus Student 
Off-Campus Student Teaching Teaching (c) if a graduate 
eligibility will.be certified by the student, one semester before Off-
Office of the Graduate School. Campus Student Teaching is 
Appropriate application forms requested to begin. 
by Carla Leone 
Beginning in 1968. following the 
death fo Dr. Mladi,hLuther King 
·Jr., a new program was set up at 
BSC designed to meet the needs of . 
special students. This program is 
part of a larger effort throughout 
the state college system which is 
now called AID, Alternatives for 
Individual Development. The' 
AIDprogram at Bridgewater, 
directed by Mr. Paul L. Gaines, is 
an exciting and successful one. 
( Originally, it encompassed 
students from ethnic or racial 
minority groups. The program 
has grown and develop ed and 
now includes students with 













Alcoholism and the Alcoholic 
J. believed his life was wor-
thless. He lost his family, job and 
friends- too much loss, too much 
pain. Recently J, made the final 
decision. He stood alone on a cold 
bleak night in the middle of a field 
and placed a gun to his head 
shooting himself. I knew him. J. 
was an alcoholic. He is dead at 38. 
To write him off as just another 
suicide, just another unbalanced 
person would be a great mistake. 
His life and his death are im-
portant to all alcoholics. It serves 
to jolt us to the realization that we 
are dealing with a 41killer" 
disease. A disease so subtle, so 
insidious, that it can take from us 
at will whether we want it to or 
not. The paradox of it all is that, 
although seemingly at the edge of 
destruction by its use, the key to 
its abeyance is in us. 
J's death brings us to the stark 
reality of what alcoholism really 
is. It brings to light the simple, 
unalterable facts about the 
chemical of alcohol. . Among other 
things alcohol is a dangerous 
depressant. If allergic and ad-
dicted to this chemical, one's use 
will have devastating results. 
Whether or not J had mental 
problems not associated with 
alcohol, the point is that alcohol 
served to magnify them,lt and 
obliterated any chance at his 
being helped. He could not accept 
this, and this is what killed him. 
If we can honestly view his 
existence and what alcohol did to 
him, then we can see his life did 
have signigicance and meaning. 
Thinking about J has brought 
back the memories of my own 
contemplation of suicide while I 
was actively drinking. This 
contemplation occured several 
times in an eighteen year period. 
During my military service years 
(ages 18-21) my alcohol intake 
.increased, and proportionately, 
. cultural or ethnic background. 
The title of the program, 
PROGRESS, stands for Program 
for the Recruitment and 
Retention of Special Students. As 
the folder describing it states, the 
program ... "is established for 
high school graduates who have 
both the desire and potential 
required for a college education, 
but due to certain circumstances 
have not been properly prepared 
to undertake a regular freshman 
program. "Accepting students in 
the '18-22 year age group, 
PROGRESS is a three-part 
program which begins with 
Recruitment, and continues with 
Retention and Financial Aid. 
An active recruitment effort 
includes sE:)nding materials out to 
··'-:choo1s describing the program· 
and courses available at BSC, as 
well as visits to high schools by 
the director of PROGRESS and 
also students presently involved 
in the program. . Referrals 
coming in from state-level, 
recruiting efforts, as well as from 
individual guidance offices are 
followed up by letters contacting 
the individuals concerned to 
. describe the program. A third 
avenue of referral is through 
BSC's admissions office itself. 
Phase two of PROGRESS; 
begins as the student is accepted: 
into the program. While stan-
dards of academic achievement 
required are the same as for all 
other BSCstudents, the 
PROGRESS student, depending 
on indlvidual need, is permitted to 
carry 12 or sometimes 9 semester 
hours, fifteen being the maximum 
allowed. Further supportive 
·services· aimed' at retention of 
students include extensive 
tutorial services, using both 
faculty and students as tutors. 
Some state funds are available to 
pay tutors, but· there are also 
many who volunteer their time, 
including at least 20-25 faculty 
members who make themselves 
available for tutoring and 
. counseling. The services of the 
Reading Center have also been 
most }1elpful to PROGRESS 
students. 
The third part of the 
PROGRESS program, and that 
which has made the program 
possible, is Financial Aid .. 
Federal funds comprise the 
largest source of financial aid. 
Present federal assistance 
programs are: l. Basic 
Educational Opportunity Grant 
(BEOG) 2. National Deien,se' 
Student Loan (NDSL) 3. Sup-
plementary Economic Op-
portunity Grant (SEOG) 4. 
College Work Study Program 
(CWSP). State tuition subsidies 
are also available. The third 
. source of funding in addition to 
these federal and state assistance 
programs isa trust fund donated 
by Stella Monks Fogleman, an 
alumnus of BSC, the money to be 
used specifically for aiding 
students in the PROGRESS· 
progra.m . 
Although the other non state 
colleges in Massachusetts are all 
.Qresently offering programs 
under AID, "ESC can be proud of 
its AID program, PROGRESS, 
for several reasons. In addition to 
the fact that BSC was the first 
state college in the common-
wealth to have a program like 
this, this college has the highest 
percentage of students retained in . 
its program, and the most· 
graduates to 'date. At 
Bridgewater, PROGRESS. really 
does mean what it says. 
4 Th~ CQmme~t February 12, 19'16 
FDIUI 
by Richard Tonner . 
The treetops are bare, the winds chilling, and the sn~ partially 
melted, February is here and we wish it would fly by as qUl~y as ~he . 
breezes which ushered it in. We await spring and. the cheery mood w~ch 
prevails. February has traditionally been the tOPIC of those who descr:be 
it as a bleak, stagnant, and miserable month. Several.w~ks p:eceding 
February 14, it becomes evident that a day unlike others will, arnve soon. 
The idea of Valentine's Day takes precedent over steamy wmd~ws, gr~y 
afternoons frozen mustaches and fur-lined gloves. The mood m the aIr 
changes, b~t for one day, and gloomy February is gladly put aside .. 
Bright spots of re,d and pink are seen ev~rywher~ and act a~ remmders 
of this somewhat important day. The flonst shop IS ablaze WIth azaleas, 
roses and violets seeking to lure impressionable young men and busy 
husbands to mak~ a small purchase, (Love bundles ... aren't they $15)?). 
The drugstores display "nutritious" treats which ~ay "I love you'.'. 
Suddenly the Whitman's Sampler seems more appealmg as well as theIr 
competing heart-shaped boxes ranging from a mouthful to a two year 
supply. The newspapers feature jewelry trinkets, pe;tumes and 
numerous gifts for the male, as well. Messages of affection are a~o 
found at the card shop, probably the most popular spot. Laughter IS 
heard behind stacks of cards and criticism of the syrupy verses spark 
whispers. A trip in search of the mostfitting yalenti~e might take hours, 
and perhaps dissatisfaction. Many Valentmes arnve hand ~ade ~nd 
pleasingly appropriate. Friends and those "special people" enJoy bemg 
remembered and every fancy seems to be marketed by these crafty 
merchants. 
Since Victorian times the exchange of Valentines has become a 
tradition. While the roma~tic attachment to February 14 ds occasionally 
overwhelming (cupids are too cute), we all like the cheerfulness 
associated with crimson hearts tacked on many doors and office boards. 
The windows of nearby schools are colorfully decorated and the after-
school crowd clutches sketchy Valentines. Valentine's Day is a fun day, if 
nothing else. It is a relief to the slow pace and dreary days of February. 
As I grow older, the importance of the day is not diminishing as I thought 
it might. I still remember those primitive colored paper bags stu.ck on 
the side of my desk awaiting the "right" Valentine. Candy hearts m the 
drugstore window and the look on Mom's face as ,I handed her ~y ~imple 
creation are as memorable now as they ever WIll be. Valentme s Day 
couldn't arrive at a better time; right when we need the color and the 
cheer most. 
Stretching the Rules 
There was an incident on the first floor of Durgin the other week that 
some students felt was blown out of proportion. It was a surprise bir-
thday party with thirty people involved and it lasted between ten and 
twelve o'clock on a Monday night. The whole corridor pitched in for a 
keg of beer and they settled into two rooms, one for the keg and one two 
doors down for the All-Stars game. 
There were no complaints, but the first floor RA came by to check on 
them at ll:oo to make sure people stayed in the rooms while drinking and 
that there were no problems. The RA asked to speak to one student 
alone and the student replied that what was to be said could be said 
publically. More words wc::re banted between between the RAs and the 
students and then the RAs left. The party dispersed an hour later when 
the alcohol was gone (as usual) and then there was a short water fight 
for a splash ending. 
According to those involved, there was no damage and the water was 
cleaned up by the students, and there were no registered complaints by 
any other inhabitants. The following day five students were singled out 
and told they had to meet with the RAs for their night of fun. The problem 
was not~rom having a keg in a dorm or noise or even the water fight, they 
were called forward because the RAs involved felt that the students had 
been disrespectful towards their position and authority. 
The five students were called up (what was felt by most a "hanging 
judge") to the Exec-Board along with the RAs. Both sides were 
listened to but only one side was heard. It was decided that three students 
had to leave every weekend by 4: 00 on FrlIDA Y, ONE WAS PLACED ON 
DISCIPLINARY PROBATION (one more wrong and he has to leave 
BSC altogether) and one was out of the dorm for good. Many stUdents 
concluded that the punishment was too severe and that these five 
students shouldn't be made "examples of" and the penalties should have 
been shared with less weight. (Here our handbook fails to specify what 
is to be done in cases of a personality difficulty.) 
Apetition went around in protest of SE:.verity and 300 signatures were 
obtained in about four hours. Obviously, there was SOME concern and 
feelings of the injustice. 
Taking the story statistically: 
Problem: I) conflict between RAs and students 2) rules inconsistent, 
not publicized, but verbalized to a limited number of students by 
authority 3) no dorm meetings about stipulations on parties 4)outdated 
and unrelated rules 
Speaking to Dean Deep and some people from Durgin's Dorm 
Authority and Council, I heard a few statements. "The Hill's condition 
has improved thei year by getting some of the uproblemsu out." "There 
was a bond of trust broken. H "The dorm authority is up there for a 
reason, it they didn;t care about the place. nothing would be done. We 
stand by and respect their decisions on dorm matters." 
Perhaps everyone has learned from that experience. If rules are 
broken, someone must pay; however, if the rules are in need of 
renovation, let them be amended to fit the times. The matter is over and 
done with, but it was felt that the situation deemed a hearing from all. 
8MT 
Editor's Note: This article was written in response to an inquiry made 
by Borne students living on the 1st floor of Durgin Hall. Rubuttals are 
I wdlcbmed~ ~JL . . .','~ , , 
~ ~ .. ~':::·~""I/"i'+, \i",",~-:.~*.;,f •• 'l. ",a:J~,,'.t"~ ... ~; .. "",. t~ .. ,,-\" .. ~ 
.,"'''''~'"'~~.,.~~ ., 
born 16s:er 
This article is directed towards 
basketball coach Thomas 
Knudson, in reference to the 
February 9th loss to SMU at 
HOME. The coaching exhibition 
that took place, if witnessed thirty 
years ago by Jules White, would 
have put Moe and Curly Howard 
and their sidekick Larry Fine out 
of business. What brought on this 
vaudeville act by Coach Knudson 
was loud cheering and yelling 
from a loyal BSC fan. This irate 
fan was visibly upset with the 
benching of #12 Brian Parsons. 
"Pardo", as he is known aroung 
campus, is this year's leading 
scorer and entering the second 
half of the SMU game had 14 
points, many rebounds 
and entering the second haH of 
the SMU game had 14 points, 
many key rebOunds, . was in no 
foul trouble, and was playing his 
best game ever as a collegian 
hoop star. Pardo started the 
second half of play with visions of 
a 30 point plus night, but after a 
couple of missed shots, Coach 
Knudson suddenly yanked Pardo 
from the game, much to the 
:lismay of the crowd. This 
coaching manuever turned a 
close, exciting game into a 14 
point deficit for the Bears. As 
the clock wound down to five 
minuteso ne could still see Pardo 
a t the end of the pine collecting 
splinters instead of in the game 
collecting needed points. 
Despite a gallant charge from 
Satch, Walt, Okie and Mark Don-
ohue, as the flame flickered out 
the Bears were still a few points 
shy of victory. 
In conclusion, I'm glad to see, 
Coach Knudson, that you can 
afford to throw victories down 
the drain just to spite me. Let's 
face the facts coach, with one 
winning season out of fifteen it 
takes a great deal of audacity to 
throwaway a game because of 
the crowd. Even that winning 
season came about only because 
of an abundance of talent 
(Walcott, McSharry, Mc-
Namara, and Mendes), not 
coaching ability. A good coach 
would have won everything 
Available ,n' the United States, 
\ .. ~'i._,~",v.. '~c .. "~" 
Division Three, with that team. 
It's plain to see that after 15 
years of basketball misery here 
at BSC you should come to the 
realization that the Halloween 
Party is over and you should stop 
trying to masquerade as a 
basketball Coach and resign. I 
and many others feel that your 
foolish and ridiculous antics as a 
coach have gone too far. les 
evident that you have had too 
many, one more chances, 15 to be 
exact, and that you should 
realize we need new blood, not 
new ways to los~, here at BSC. 
Yours respectfully, 
Gary Mistovich 
Editor's Note: The above letter 
reflects the attitudes and ex ... 
pressed opinions of the author" 
and does not necessarily reflect 
the feelings of the editors and 
staff of the COMMENT. Rebuttals 
are welcomed. SJL 
vote 
To The People of BSC, 
This year, more than anyother 
year, there has been much con-
troversy surrounding the 
financial procedures of the Sudent 
Government Association. It is 
important to have s.trong and 
-humanistic. lea dership in 
order for an equitable distribution 
of student funds. 
It is up to the students to lect 
representatives who truly un-
derstand the educationai and 
financial needs of the various 
clubs and .organi zations on 
campus, which are student 
funded and organiz~d. Iknow that 
lpossess the qualities that are 
necessary for a successful 
financial government -honesty, 
strenth, co-operation and most 
important, understanding. 
I am aSking for your suppprt in 
my campaign for assistant 
treasurer of S. G .A. 
Thank you, 
Lisa Gorman 
Class of "78 
senatorial 
resignation 
It is with deep regret that I 
inform the student body of my 
resignation as SGA senator and 
delegate to the Board of 
Govennors Due to personal 
problems and conflicts l feel it 
neccessary to leave my 
responsiblities of office to a more 
capaboe person. I would like to 
thank the s'tudei:rtS llie that have 
... • : .. - ~ f ., • t' ~ t'" .;. ~ .; t' .I" J..j t 
supported me in the 
years 
Sincerely, 
W. E. MJrphy -78 
snea 's concern 
It's that time again--election 
:ime. And SNEA (Student 
~ational Education Association) 
s in need of responsible, caring 
individuals willing to work to 
keep the organization active on 
the Bridgewater campus. 
As the current president of 
Bridgewater SNEA and the 
;ecretary of Massachusetts 
3NEA, I am concerned for the 
future of the organization. In the 
past three or more years 
Brid~wa ter SNEA has boasted 
the largest membership of all the 
local organizations in the entire 
state. We have been recognized 
asthe most active local 
association and have had our past 
officers rec~ive personaal 
awards for tl}.eir: contributions to 
SNEA, both state and local levels. 
Working as a team we have 
helped to establish SNEA as an 
active, vital organization. 
Now, it is nearing the time/to 
elect new officers. There is a 
genuine concern among the 
executive board since seven out of 
nine of us are graduating inM ay. 
We have worked hard to continue 
the active and meaningful in-
volvement of past years. 
To continue this involvement, 
we need responsible, dedicated 
people who are truly willing to 
give of themselves. BriBeing an 
officer of such a large 
-organizationls not an easy task. 
It takes a10t of hard work, 
perserverance, and courage. 
But SNEA has the potential to 
open up a new facet of education 
and social life to those who get 
involved. It has room to con-
tinue to grow even greater and 
will help you to grow as a person 
as well as a professional in 
education. 
I am urging you to seriously 
consider running for an office of 
SNEA. If I can be of assistance to 
anyone or answer any questions 
concerning this, please feel free 
to contact me. I will promise to' 
" give it to you straight. '" Think 
about it ... SNEA needs you; and 
you need SNEA. 
Sincerely, 
Kathleen E. Chase 
President SNEA 
Rm. 21~ Pope,.ext ;382 
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The Art Department: HOME AT LAST 
SGA 
by Richard Tonner 
The 1976 Academic Season is 
off to a bright start with the 
addition of a new facility to the 
BSC campus. In a period of 
fiscal austerity it is reassuring to 
know that we are fortunate to 
have a "new" center of activity-
the Art Building. The Art 
Building, the former Humanities 
Building, has a long history at 
Bridgewater, having undergone 
several renovations to become 
the present home of the art 
department and its demon-
stration area. Originally opened 
seventy years ago as the Albert 
Gardener Boyden Gymnasium, 
the structure later became the 
library and then the offices for 
the Humanities division. A 
prominent feature on campus, 
the center now houses numerous 
studios, a film library, gallery 
space, and a bay of offices. The 
enlarged facility will enable 
further flexibility. of programs 
and instructional space. While 
the interior has been renovated, 
as much of the original design 
has been restored as possible. 
Paul Carroll Associates, Boston, 
have done excellent work in 
retaining the decor which lends 
unusual character to the "new" 
space. 
Several areas still remain to be 
:!ompleted. The studios are 
humming with activity, though 
the finishing touches will be 
done. The basement is not done, 
and a few structural alterations 
are still in the working. The 
gallery walls are to be covered in 
a natural. fabric and signs are 
absent. However, the present 
condition is workable for the Art 
This 
Week 
Department and when totally 
complete, the edifice promises to 
be the most exciting addition to 
the school in recent years. 
Already) the brilliant whites and 
spots of color mingle with 
filtering sunlight and the· 
busyness that is art. The 
department has also circulated a 
calendar of gallery events and 
soon, the handsome· building 
once threatened by dull use, will 
be the focus for Bridgewater's 
"community of artists." 
A~ro -Am con-!: frorr.. pg. 1 
'required to make restitution.:--
, Because of this whole apparent 
. misunderstanding, the Student 
7) No funding for any event 
that is not open to all students at 
Bridgewater State College. 
Money raised by the 
Who's Who at SGA 
Government Association has 
adopted several new policies via 
Ways and Means Committee, 
due. to the requests for funds 
exceeding the amount in the 
SGA's fixed budget: . 
organization (raffles, plant sales, 
etc.) may be used for purposes 
such as those mentioned above. 
Organizations are encouraged to 
check re:sources available on 
Tom 
Landry 
by Mike Mf.lCH:H~Y 
Senior Tom Landry, a first 
year senator, was the subject of a 
COMMENT interview this week. 
Tom, an English major who 
hopes to embark upon a law 
career, is from Marlboro, MA. 
As a Senator, Tom serves on 
various college committees in-
cluding the Ii'ood Service Com-
mittee(FSC) and the Traffic 
Control Committee(TCC). He is 
also President of Scott Hall 
Dormitory, and a member of the 
College Community Relations 
Council and the All-Town College 
Committee. 
Tom is the only Senator who is 
actually is a member of the FSC. 
His job is to represent the 
students in any matters con-
cerning students and SAGA and 
all of the dining halls (Great Hill, 
'filly, etc.). He has been 
responsible for bringing Jim 
Davis of SAGA before the Senate 
to answer any questions. Tom's 
main onjective on FSC is to see 
that SAGA remains true to its 
present contract at BSC. 
As a-member of the Tee, he 
. aids in handling all traffic.. and 
parking problems on campus. In 
addition. each year the TeC is 
responsible for putting together 
the booklet concerning traffic 
regulations which each student 
who has a car receives annually. 
Tom feels that students should 
get involved in SGA and/or other 
activities as early as possible in 
their college careers, and regrets 
that he himself didn't begin to get 
actively involved until this pst 
year. 
He thinks that it is important 
that Senators speak out on certain 
matters they consider to· be 
particularl 
they consider to be of particular 
interest to themselves or to the 
betterment of the college com-
munity, (remember last week?) 
and if things get a little heated at 
times it will probably be all for 
the better. 
If any student on campus, and 
·particularly in his dorm, Scott 
Hall, has any problems, 
suggestions or questions, Tom 
hopes they will feel free to consult 
him. He will be more than glad to 
h~lp OQ~f P1i~i!d.d.r,e~~ i~: BQ-~ .7~) 
Scott Hall ... Patriotic? so be it!! 
by Mike Ml:cHardy 
The SGA meeting this past 
Tuesday was the shortest meeting 
of the year (so far). All business 
was taken care of in just a paltry 
thre-quarters of an hour. 
Ray Raposa spoke about a new 
property insurance plan for full 
and part-time students, sponsoed 
by the National Student 
Asssociation. The plan which is 
$100.00 deductible covers all 
property up to $1,000.00 for $10.00 
per year. The SGA received more 
than four thousand leaflets 
fromSNA, watch for them 
because they will be distributed 
very soon by SGA. 
It looks like the SGA has found 
some new equipment for the 
Comment and the Harder Times. 
We need it! 
There will be a primary 
election this Friday for SGA 
assistant treasurer. The 
nominees include Commuter 
Association President Sandra 
Hunt, Mark Lanza and Lisa 
Gorman. Everyone please get out 
and vote ... Freshmen too!! 
The Senate is considering a 
plan to convert part of the SGA 
chambers into a mini·1ibrary. 
This library would contain in-
formation and pamphlets on all of 
the Mass. State Colleges. 
Rick Pacheco has placed his 
name in nomination as first vice-
president for next year. 
Bill Murphy, sophomore 
Senator, has resigned his post, 
effective immediately. 
Amazing what can be done in 
less than an hour. Maybe it's 
b~C~Wie . of ~ the b\gger a\l~~~W~ 
we've been getting lately. 
1) No funding for food or 
beverages of any type. 
2) No funding lor newsletters of 
any type.'· 
campus to avoid ~plicating the 
functi(Jfi~ .tf'dtherloot'}(anizations. 
3) No funding for awards of Thanks to all who bought 
any type (except for awards tickets., for the Choral Society 
presently in existence). Raffle. The winners were; 
4) No funding for donations. ' Firstol~y.Hfuger 
5) No funding for lectures Second prize-the Gregorys of 
given by Bridgewater State Hanover 
College faculty and ad- Third prize-Mr. Hazlett of' 
ministration other than necessary Pembroke. 
expenses (Le. transportation). Thanks again--the Choral 
6) No funding for social events Society. (i.e. parties). ~ __ .... __ ..... __ ~ ..... "!!!!'I 
SAGA Menu, 
Thursday, Feb. 12 
Buttermilk Pancakes, Fried 
Eggs, Hash Browns 
Grilled Bologna & Cheese, 
Gourmet Casserole, Turkey Cold 
Plate, Meatball Sub 
Pot Roast, Grilled Liver, Pizza 
Friday, Feb. 13 
Poached Eggs, French Toast, 
Datmeal 
Hamburger Hero, Chop Stick 
Tuna, Eggs & Mushrooms in 
Cheese Sauce 
Veal Parmesan, Baked Fish, 
Swedish Meatballs 
Saturday, Feb. 14 
Fried Eggs, Waffles 
Club Sandwich, Baked 
Macaroni & Cheese, Scrambled 
Eggs, Hot Dogs 
B. B. Q. Chicken, Seafood 
Platter 
~ 
Sunday, Feb. 15 
Scrambled Eggs, Hotcakes, 
Ham 
Roast Beef Pork Cutlet 
for the Week 
Cheese Omelet 
Meatball Sub, Ravioli, Pan-
cakes 
Monday, Feb. 16 
French Toast, Soft & Medium 
Cooked Eggs, Fried Eggs 
Hamburgers, Chef's Salad 
Bowl, Chicken Rice Casserole 
Roast Turkey I Spaghetti 
w/Meat Sauce, Vegetable Quiche' 
Tuesday, Feb. 17 
Fried Eggs, Pancakes, 
Sausage 
Meatball Sub, Hot Dog Reuben, 
Cottage Cheese & ,Noodle Bake 
. Chinese Pepper Steak, Deep 
Fried Fish, Egg Salad w IMelted 
Cheese 
Wednesday, Feb. 18 
French Toast, Poached Eggs 
Toasted Cheese Sandwich 
Spanish Macaroni, Tossed Tu~ 
Salad 
Fried Chicken, Cheese Qmp.iet 
Stuffed Cabbage Roll ,u-" ,1''8 J .~, 
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CHILDRENS THEATRE COMES 
TOBSC 
by Cheryl Buskey 
"The children's theatre is a 
theatre· where no distinction is 
made on the basis of economic 
class, race, sex, religion, or 
national origin.... This theatre A 
brings joy to its audience and also I 
helps them to become better 
human beings." -- Moses 
Goldberg 
~Ieeping Beauty at the Charles 
Playhouse in Boston. Hank is 
pursuing a career in children's 
theatre, and will be employed by 
the Magical Mind Touring 
Company of the New England 
Theatre Guild for children after 
his graduation in May. All the 
coreography is being handIed 
expertly by theatre student 
. Once again the Bridgewater Susan ~oge. Susan has taught State College children's theatre is ballet, jazz, tap, and gym-bringing another fine production nastics at Anita's School of to the campus and community. It Dance in West Springfield. Prof. is an original contemporary Dorothy Ferry of the BSC 
musical entitled simply ETC. It is Music Dept. is the musical 
written by Glenn and Suzanne director for ETC., and composed Clancy, a talented couple from the music for last year's Medfield who have been involved production of KING COLE AND 
with children's theatre for many THE COUNTRY WITCHES. years. The play is being directed Helena Anttila is desighing the by Dr. Richard Warye of the costumes, and Karen Hantzes Department of Communication· t~e make-up, Barry Cohen, the 
Arts & Sciences. "Doc" is in lIghts. 
general public. And for the mere 
price of 50¢, you will see a 
delightful show that will be en-
~?~ed ~y ,~1l ages (including us 
bIg kids ); The complicated 
fun-loving plot involves two ship-
~recked strangers on a magical 
Isle, two pairs of mis-matched. 
!overs, a shepherdess under the 
mfluen<:e of a double love-potion, 
and a kmdly magician searching 
~or a king to restore order to the 
Island. The story unravels in 
traditional modern musical 
comedy style culminating in an 
exciting chase scene and a 
surprise ending to untie all the 
knots. 
A TIME FOR FOOLS 
Did you catch all the weird 
notices in the classified section of 
the Comment? There was men-
tion of a fools concert at a dollar a 
ticket... That is what this ids all 
about 
the evening and - run.ning untill 
about ten thirty on (of course ) 
april first Tickets will be on sale 
soon at the info booth Remember 
. the cost is only a buck .... a mere 
twenty cents a fool. 
charge of all children's theatre The play is being presented for 
on campus, and is being assisted bus loads of area school children this year by stage manager on March 4th, 5th, 8th and 9th atl Hank Woronicz. Hank has had 10:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m. in the SU 
much experience in kiddie's Auditorium. There will also be a theatre including a run of 2:00 p.m. performance on .. , ~aturday ,March 6th for the 
The music is slick and smooth 
ranging in style from upbeat 
blues, to fifties rock, to romantic 
ballads, to rolli cking gospe1. 
ETC is an original work that has 
,all the makings of a very suc-
,cessful play, and BSC is lucky to 
have the opportunity to debut it. 
Next issue we'll look behind the 
scenes: to the actors and to the 
techies to see what hard work and 
love goes into a good production 
for children. ' 
ZIONISM LECTURE SERIES 
I am a college senior who 
never did anything for his class. I 
am also a coommuter and for the 
past four years have simply at-
tended classes. So what does this 
have to do with the price of 
chickens this have to do with the 
price of chickens? 
_ With much help from Bill 
Abraham (l did not ~Q.w he was 
IIIY"""'class-'''prasent . presedenrt 
untill recently) I have in the 
works what we have been calling 
'aconcert for fools' It is basically 
a p~o~uction inviolving. twenty 
mUSICIans of different 
. . As you are all aware, the derstaml its purpose and role in ZlO~lst Qu,estion is currently light of past historical and con- knowledge of Zioniam, then you can take advantage of the 
Zi~nism Lecture Series currently 
bemg given at Zionist House 17 
Commonwealth Avenue Boston 
every Sunday 2:00~4:00 P. M, ' 
_ backgrounds performing hard 
rock, rock n roll, boogies folk and 
fifties. It is a buck a tick~t for four 
hours of music beginnin~ at six in 
Three bands have already 
signed. They are Starbuck, 
Majesta, ans d Tight security. 
There are also a number of 
musicians Who you may never 
have heard of, butsowJ.1at? One of 
theitt· tas~d '''only Mo' datys at 
Berklee College of music because 
the teachers. claimed they could 
not teach him anything new ( then 
again some claim those teachers 
seldom teach anything new) 
seldom teach anything new) 
Anyway, another graduated with 
honors from -Brown Universi 
University and can play any 
keyboard instrument including 
the moog and the melletron. 
. Heard enough? Then go buy a 
ticket and see what you 
playmg an Important role in our , 
country and in world politics. The 
recent U. N. vote WhiCh con-
demned Aionism as "racist" 
caused quite an uproar among 
sympathizers of the movement as 
well as pro-Zionists. Protests 
from both Israelis and Arabs (ourstanding ampng them is the 
Palestine Liberalization 
Organization) alike have led to bitte~ disagr'eements, flared 
emotIons, and fighting leaving the 
already-sensitive Mid-East 
Situation in an even worse state. ~ttempts are being made to t~mporary principles, If you are defme Zionism. in order to un- like myself and desire a better 
T he Menorah Club will sponsor 
two trips to Zionist House dates 
and topics are as foll~ws: 
February 15, "The State of 
Judaism in the Jewish State'" 
and April 4, "TheU. N. Challenge 
to Aionism." Both lectures will be 
given by 'experts in the fiels of 
Jewish Studies, 
Sign-up sheets and additional 
information are available at Info 
Booth. 
~l\10~ Daytona Beach .1\~ ~'{'f1, \1\ Florida .o.;(~3-¥-$159 00 lOt Mar"o~~14 V tax and service III 12 9' Nights l,,~ar. -21 10 D Includes: "'Round trip deluxe moto hays air conditioned and Lavatory e : coade tour to Daytona. All buses are 
... All th b qUlppe . 
. e eer you can drink enroute' 
" ,"'~c~omodations at a choice ocean fr~nt motel located eli ' S~rlp . Motels feature airconditionlng color T V b th reC~ly ;n the Nwumning pool., Lounge, restaurant and '," a an ~ ower, 
.. 'uptHldes available. entertamment. VarIOUS oc-
"'~(!k.ome and farewell parties in Daytona Beach For information ·Sm·vlc(,~ of a r('sident tour director. 
"'OptlOnal- Walt Disney World Tour _ $1800 k't h r. call 1. 438 - 4342 r 
_____ .... __ .. _ _ . , 1 C enettes $.,.00 
--------------
I 8Mur ')·14 --------------, M " ... CIH~ck desirpd (i8((" ar 12"21 .. 
. I : ' Mall check or Money order to: I 
I Last Name' f'irsl I I Tttlephone 
. Beachcomber Tours, Inc. • I 172 Hancock st. I 
I MaiUng Address 
,Stoneham, Mass. 02180 I 
I 
• I City 
• 
State Zip I
I Homt' Addrt'BH I 







S~ U. information booth 
...v .. ..,DE 
Recipe #.00008 
1. Fill a glass with nice clean snow. (White only, please.) , . 
2. Add. Cuervo Gold Especial. 
3. See It turn yellow? 
4. Put a st:aw in and drink. 
5. g s10W IS unavailable, use crushed ice 
. r, orget the snow, andjustput a stra~ 
:n the bottle. Or forget the straw and 
Just pour some Gold in a glass. Or 'ust have some water. Must we make J 
all these decisions for you? 
l, , I 1\ 
THE WHEATON TRIO 
A Study In Creative Competence 
by Maura Curley Bostdorf 
It is seldom, dudng these times 
when most everything is either 
dilluted or polluted, that one gets 
a chance to hear music of truly 
fine quality. Consequently, the 
appearance of the Wheaton Trio 
here last Wednesday evening 
was a welcome treat. They 
presented ti a SI la; group of us 
gathered around them on the 
stage of the student union 
auditorium, a program which 
was excitinly diverse despite the 
fact that it consisted of only two 
pieces. 
The trio comprised of violin, 
cello, and piano opened with 
Mendelssohn's trio in D minor. 
TJlis piece is a standard one for 
most trios as its strong melodic 
quality affords easy listening. 
Throughout this piece I was 
enthrolled by the tone or" the 
dolin which served only to 
enhance its already fine in-
terpretatio~ of Mendelssohns 
work. This pure tone quality 
compensated for the bit of a 
problem the Violinist had in 
executing some of the higher 
note passages. The Cellist too, 
possessed an incredible tone, 
capturing perfectly the classic 
meloncholy often equated with 
his instrument .. His execution of 
his passages was nearly 
n.awless, even during certain 
fast running passages, making 
him the subtle backbone of the 
trio during the performance. My 
only disappointment in the 
Mendelsohn piece IS directed 
toward the piano. it was 
disheartening to see a fine 
pianist shackled with a mediocre 
instrument (the SU piano is not 
played nearly· enough or tuned 
regularly). Despite this obvious 
handicap, however. the pianist 
did execute his passages ex· 
cellently. althogb I would like to 
have seen if possible more 
diversity in his dynamics. The 
highlight of this piece came 
toward the end of the second 
movement when all members 01 
the trio were instrumental in the 
creation of a fine moment. 
During the restatement of the 
melody, they paused, creating a 
beautiful feeling that is not 
usually evoked in other In-
terpretations of the piece. 
The second piece prese~ted 
was Ravelle's Trio in 
Aminor. 'lh~s piece is of a 
decidedly differnt character tha n 
the Mendelsohn one. This is no 
doubt due to the fact thaf Men-
delsohn lived in the early nin-
teenth century and composed 
music during the romantic 
period. In contrast . 'Ravelle 
composed in the early twentieth 
century music which is inclined 
to be less melodic and more 
complex than Mendelsohn's. To 
the untrained ear Ravell"s work 
can seem quite hhzarre and 
almost too complicated to follow 
and enjoy. He wrote in a stylized 
fashion, often making only 
statements where other com-
posers insert themes. 
Consequently the trio's in-
terpretation of this piece had 
some problems. Often times it 
seemed a bit paitlrCky or rushed, 
causing them to miss some 
potentially good moments. The 
pianist seemingly guided the trio 
along. This could be because 
Ravelle himself was a pianist and 
perhaps empathized ; with the 
piano in his compositions. . 
I throughly enjoyed the 
Wheaton Trio and hope the S.U. 
program commettee will invite 
them back to B.S.C. for sub-
sequent performences. Talking to 
them after the concert I found 
them to be not only excellent 
musicians dedicated to their 
artistic achievements, but also 
rather humble individuals 
concerned with transmitting to 
their audiences the feelings and 
meanings that underlie the 
musie theyplay creati'lely and 
love d~arly. 
two one-ac.ts at B H S 
un Tuesday evening, February "Theatre of the Absurd" by tne 
24 at 7:30 pm in the Brockton High cast will precede the poductions, 
School Little Theatre, Shakespeare and Co. is a 
Shakespeare and company. will touring, professional, non-profit 
theatre corporation which brings 
perform two of the best known the best in modern, classical, and 
one-act plays in Modern Theatre. improvisational theatre to people 
Edward Albee's The American 
of all ages. 
Dream and Eugene Ionesco's The Organized in 1971 at the Boston 
Bald Sop rano, both absurdist Center for the Arts, Shakespeare 
one-act plays, are guaranteed to and Co. has toured extensively to 
intrigue and delight the audience. schools, unoversities and com-
Both plays contain striking munity groups. 
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VIVECA LINDFORS OPENS AT 
THE CHARLES PLAYHOUSE 
I AM WOMAN, Viveca Lind-
fors' one-woman show, will open 
at the Charles Playhouse on 
March 2 for a limited two week 
run. The show, which is being 
produced by The Boston 
Repertory Theatre in association 
with Donald Kushner, comes to 
Boston after traveling extensively 
throughout the United States and 
Europe. 
I AM WOMAN is a collage of 
thirty-six pieces depicting women 
of all ages, nationalities and 
cultures. The material was 
compiled by Ms. Lindfors and her 
director, Paul Austin. Authors 
include LiIIian Hellman, Anne 
Frank, Bertolt Brecht, D.H. 
Lawrence, George Bernard Shaw, 
Anne Sexton and William 
Shakespeare. Also presented 
Shakespeare. AJso represented 
are Ibsen, Strindberg, TennesseE' 
Williams, Marilyn Monroe Glo~ia .Steinem, Betty Friden; 
Anals Nin, Mrs. Charles Manson 
and Sylvia Plath. The pieces 
have· been gathered from 
literature, drama, music and 
current writings on the status of 
women, and Ms. Lindfors por-
trays each character in her 
"journey of one woman and 
many women." 
Viveca Lindfors has been 
performing in theatre and movies 
for over thirty years. Born in 
Sweden, she began her acting 
career there and moved to 
Hollywood at the age of twenty-
five. She moved to Broadway in 
1954 for ANASTASIA. Other 
theatrical ventures include MISS 
JULIE, BRECHT ON BRECHT, 
MOTHER COURAGE, and 
DANCE OF DEATH, to name a 
few of her approximately fifty 
portrayals. Ms. Lindfors has also 
made about fifty films, among 
which are IF I MARRY A 
MINISTER, THE JEWISH 
WIFE, NO EXIT, THE DAM-
NED, NIGHT UNTO NIGHT, 
FOUR IN A JEEP, and THE 
WAY WE WERE .. Throughout 
her busy career and four 
marriages, Ms. Lindfors has 
given birth to three children: now 
a political scientist, a public 
relations executive and an actor 
Kristoffer Tabori, whom Bosto~ 
audiences saw recently in 
HABEAS CORPUS. As she has 
traveled with I AM WOMAN, Ms. 
Lindfors has become involved 
with women all over the country, 
and she now conducts a workshop 
with the audience after aeach 
show. 'In the workshops I 
discuss my life; where I'm' at 
today. I must live for myself as 
well as the world. ' She feels that. 
the show has helped her grow 
enormously as a woman and a 
human being, and she seeks to 
· share that growth with her 
audience. 
I AM WOMAN will play at The 
Charles Playhouse for two weeks 
· on V!ednesday through Sunday 
evenIngs at 8:00pm and Wed-
nesda y and Sunday afternoons at 
2pm. For ticket information 
phone 426 426 
· at 2pm. For ticket information 
_ phone 426-6912. 
1----- - -; ~~=~~~:~~OO~I~ 4 for$l; 
I Broad Street, Route 18 tpluSla.Wllhthlscoupon. I I Campus Shopping Center PA I 
Bridgewater, Massachusetts 
I MCDOnala-s I 
·1 • .® I OFFER GOOD ONLY: FEBRUARY 12 THROUGH FEBRUARY 18, 1976. We do it all for youT .M. similarities. They take place in Tickets are available at the modern living room settings, and Brockton Community School both play- . wrights investigate the Office.. They are priced at $2 for 
problem of social identity and adults and $1 for students and 
communication in hilarious farce senior citizens. For information 
'. s.t11e~.".f'- short explanation .. of call Sue Kovner at 588-5026. " ., .. 
"' . ... ~::~::=:~::":·':":.>i'."'.'" ~:, ._, .-,,-. ,.",,,-a. ""~ • ••. ~.r __ ._ •••• '-'" r._ •. ~" 
',' , ,I. ~:'.~~'~' ~~:~:~~ ~m :o.~:~~~.~'::'~u,~~~~o:~'~ .• , .,.. .. I.!' ... ~ 
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STUDENT UNION PROGRAM 
COMMITTEE MINI CALENDER 
Winter Carnival Week 
FEB. 16th--Sleigh-Hayride 7:45 P. 
M. : Sign up now in the S. U. Info 
Booth. Limit 20. ,'If there is snow 
on the ground there will be a 
sleigh-ride, if not-the trip is still 
, on as a hayride. Cost is orily $1. 
Must arrange your own tran-
sportation. 
FEB. 17th--FUNNY LADY 
staring Barbra __ ,IStreisand and 
James Caan will be shown at 2 
PM and 7 PM in the Union 
Demonstration Room. Tickets 
are ,only 75t with your ID--and 
that sure beats theatre prices! 
I .. ~" .. 
i •. , 
FEB. 17th--Also on February 17th 
there is a folk singer in the foyer 
from 11-1, and then in the 
RathskeUar for the early 
evening hours. If you're in a 
quiet mood, stop by. 
FEB. 18th--The theatre 
production of GODSPELLwill be 
performed in the Student Union 
uditorium at 8:30 PM. Tickets are 
$3.00 for student and $4.00 for 
general public. They will be on 
sale at the information booth 
only as long as they last--80, 
hurry! 
FEB. 18th--Children's movie 3' 
CABALLERO'S at 2 PM in the 
Auditorium. Charge is 50,. 
FEB. 19th--"A nite at the Ice 
Follies". The cost is only $3.50 
and includes both ticket and bus 
ride. Bus will leave from the 
Student Union at 6:00 PM for the 
. 7: 30 performance. Sign ups begin 
Feb. 10th through the 16th in the 
Info Booth. Limit is 37 people. 
FEB. 21--Band in the Rathskellar. 










Bus trips to various types of american plays are 
Open to the' ·entire coll~ge-the sign up she:ets are 
p,osted on the Ensemble Theatre hoard near green rm. 
FIrst trip of the series will he; 
Friday J:tehruiu-y 13 at 8,: 00 p.m. 
1 'he . Devil 's Disciple 
by George Bernard Shaw 
STOUGHTON UTILE THEATRE 
FREE!! 
'l-'hen on Friday'February 27 at 8-00 
. p.m. 
The' Ba'stard Son 
by Richard Lee Marks 
TRINITr SQUARE REPERTORY CO. 
Providence R. I. 
" ; 
, " 
GODSPELL MAKES PILGRIMAGE 
TOBSC 
"Godspell" is the St. Matthew 
gospel according to a. young 20th 
century theatrical wizard named 
John-Michael Tebelak. "God-
spell, " like its cousin, " Jesus 
Christ Superstar," taKes the 
often difficult verbiage of an era 
of almost 2,000 years ago and 
makes it more relatable to tme 
1970's. Unlike "Superstar," it 
abounds with bright humor while 
retaining its message. "God-
spell" dramatizes the Gospel of 
St. Matthew with enthusiasm, 
sincerity, and no sacrilege. The 
show makes a strong plea for 
. selflessness, brotherly love, and 
an end to materialism and 
hypocrisy. It asks for a return 
to a simpler faith. 
This musical celebration of 
life, love, and laughtrr is coming -
to Bridgewater Statt" College on 
Wednesday, Februar,l 18th. The 
national touring company will 
present one show at 8:30 p.m. in 
the Student Union Auditorium. 
Tickets for this event, which is 
sponsored by the Student Union 
Program Committee, are now on 
sale in the Information Booth. 
The cost is $3.00 per student with 
a validated BSC ID. The cOst for 
general public is $4.00 a ticket. 
The limit is 2 tickets per person. 
Don't miss your chance for this 
glorious, joyful musical! Even if 
you've seen it before, it's worth 
seeing again! 
Shakespeare and Wild~ 
both end in E' 
(so does free} . 
One Feb. 19th at 11 am and 7:30 
pm the Ensemble Theatre will 
present two studio productions in 
Horace MANN~ Auditorium, 
which is hidden away behind 
those funny-looking white doors 
on the right-hand side of Boyden 
Hall. The first presentation will 
be scenes from Lady' Win-
dermere's Fan by Oscar Wilde. 
Paula Altieri is directing this 
highly dramatic piece in a novel 
, way, hopefully utilizing the 
auditorium's pipe organ. '" THE 
SECOND PRODUCTION WILL 
CONSIST OF THREE SCENES 
FROM A Midsummer Night's 
Dream collectively' known as 
','Pyramus and Thisbe" . 
Director Mark Cartier ,hopes 
that the underlying humor of the, 
play will attract people who are 
normally put off by 
Shakespeare's poetic style. 
The studios are produced by 
the Ensemble Theatre and are 
completely student-run. It's an 
educational experience for those 
involved while at the same time 
,it's good entertainment' f()r the 
college and the community. The 
student . Union Program Com-
mittee is presenting Godspell a 
day earlier, but don't worry: you 
can'tODontheatre. Andthekey 
word to . remember with the 
studios is "free." That's Feb. 
19th at 11am and 7:30pm (yes, the 
11am is free hour for most of lis' on 
Thursday, too). 
'{OtIr:?,own Plivafe .. 
coun~lE>r 
to ,Infori:n. to ~itoobe 
With you throu~~.i ' '.' , 
,"pt~.", 
, Laboratory tests;~ Iriduding'Pap~: 
,( 
.1 birt~ control information, the contra-
'( 'ceptive me~~ of you~ choice, ~nd . 
. foU,ow-up VISit are prOVIded at one I . moderate fes . 
.. 1\,) (617) 738-6210 
A telephone counselor will help you. 
~RE.-prO~h_IsBM .~. 
842 Beacon Street, Brookline, Mass., 02146 (' ,I (617)738-6210," . ' . . 
t1~ch.l.I"scttJ ~(dICQlq C,O!1tl1S abo~~ /f!{1" ". , I , " 1 
ROUND 
Bf GH Bliss 
ABOUT 
. "Godspell" will be here at BSC this coming Wednesday (lBth) and 
tIckets were, at press time, moving very quickly. 
~he company that is presenting'it has toured nationally and the 
reVIews are excellent. Tickets are $3.00 apiece and available at the in-
formation booth in the Student Union. . 
. A story in this week's Boston Phoenix tells about the dogfight going on 
In the Boston progressive radio market between WCOZ and WBeN. The 
latter s~ation, mainly because of increased advertising and other listener 
complamts, has lost roughly half of its audience to the newcomer COZ. 
They have what has been described as a "Beach Boys meet Joni Mit-
chell'.' ~ormat, ~bviously playing music more suited to popul~r tastes. An 
unoffICIal poll In the Bridgewater listening area ranks WBIM-FM our 
school progressive station, third behind the two aforementioned stations 
For those five or six of you who don't flock to the Rathskellar on Frida; 
nights for the weekly dating game, there's another very worthwhile 
pastime up behind Boyden Hall. It's called the "For Everyman Cof-
feehouse," and features quality folk talent weekly. For the price of one 
dollar, you can sit around candlelit tables and relax and an additional' 
25¢ will buy you a bottomless cup of coffee. ' 
. Last week, we gave you a rundown of the concert scene, so we won't 
dISCUSS that any further except to say that the Who and Joni Mitchell are 
both sold out and the Marshall Tucker Band has been added at the Or-
pheum on March 12. .A change from last week: Bette Midler has not 
sold out. 
. ~azz enthusiasts can enjoy good listening over the next month the 
highlight being the D ave Brubeck Quartet (original), Feb. 27 at '~ym­
phony Hall. This is their Silver Anniversary concert, so take five and 
catch this one. Paul's Mall will host the very popular Brecker Brothers, 
Feb. 26-29. They were hot commodities as studio musicians until they 
went solo. . 
Coming in for a two night engagement at the Jazz Workshopis ABC 
~ecording artist John Klemmer. This man is a talented saxophonist and 
IS worth the trip to Boston. Last on the jazz list is the "King of Swing," 
Benny Goodman, this Saturday at Symphony Hall. .. 
The Winter Olympics are in full swing with the United States taking a 
beating again with the except!:m of Shiela Young, the speed skater from 
Detroit, who has become the first American ever to win a gold, silver, and 
bronze medal in the same year. 
George Washington is (reportedly) again surprised to find out that he 
was born on February 16, not on February 22 as he previously thought. 
Despite a few days either way, we here" at Bridgewater will be 
celebrating George's birthday on Monday to give us one of those beloved 
three-day weekends. 
I have to devote more space to a play currently in Boston called 
"Equus." Last week I told you about the student seating sect,ion onstage 
and that it had very good reviews. I had the opportunity to see the play 
Monday and would recommend it to anyone. 
Have you been down in the Commuter Cafeteria lately? . Have you ever 
paid 38¢ for a glass of milk? Would you pay $1.25 for a salad which must 
cost them all of 15¢ to whip up? 
This is another student rip-off to go with high book prices, tuition in-
creases, dorm fee increases, as well as the regular price increases we 
face every day out there in the real world. Saga food service is entering 
their second semester "serving" the students of BSC and have shown that 
they intend to take every possible advantage of their monopoly on food 
concessions here. Reports from the dorm dining halls are no better,' with 
a horror story concerning an attempted Chinese feast being the most 
hair-raising of alL In addition, why don't you take a walk up School Street 
past Tilly and absorb the breath-taking sight of a trash-strewn lawn 
leading to Boyden Hall? The time has come for the students to get a 
break, even if it's just someone to break their hamburgers in half for 
them. Next time you invite that young co-ed (or vice-versa) down for a 
cu p of coffee you'd better check your pockets first. 
HOW TO GET RID OF PET ROCKS: A North Glen, Colorado, ma~ 
has received permission from the town's zoning office to establish a 
cemetary for pet rocks. Everett Walters will be allowed to operate the 
cemetary providing that no enbalming is involved. Walter says that for 
$2.50, he will bury any pet rock in a simple ceremony. A more glamorous 
burial--complete with flowers, recorded music, and even a wooden 
marker inscribed with the rock's name--will cost $ 7. There's only one 
restriction--pet rocks no larger than six inches square will be accepted, 
because cemetary pl~ts are only ten inches s uare. (EARTH NEWS) . 
Puosto Lecture 
The February 17 program of the Friends of the Bridgewater Library 
will feature Jeffrey R. Bryan, Director of Puosto, Inc. of Bridgewater. 
Puosto, Inc., a non-profit organization serving the Bridgewtaer area, is 
dedicated to the goal of helping people to help themselves. Three on-
going services provided by Puosto are: the hotline, the Bridgewater 
Women's CEnter and the Drop-in Center which are located at the old 
Methodist Parish Hall on Cedar STreet in Bridgewater. 
Mr. Bryanls presentation will include the history, present programs 
and the future goals of Puosto, Inc. plus discussion of drug ~e and abu~e 
in the community. The program which is opened to the public winbeg~. 
at 8:00pm irj the ~i~~a.~~: .. ':1\''- . <: ,»:,,:,:,' . ' . _;'. 
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DARK VICTORY 
A glimmer of hope for television' 
By BUI Swift 
I La3t Thursday night· NBC 
presented a 1976 remake of the 
Bette Davis classic "Dark Vic-
tory" Since I dislike comparing 
originals to their remakes, I will 
review this special an its owwn 
merits, which are mzy. 
The plot is pure soap. There is 
;a beautiful young television 
'producer named Katherine 
(Elizabeth Montgomery), who 
begins getting headaches and 
-vision blurring. Her best 
friend<Michele Lee) urges her to 
go see a doctor and after a fall at a 
party she agrees. The doctor, M 
chael, (Anthony Hopkins) also 
happens to be a friend of Miss 
Lees' . After a preliminary 
examination he checks her into 
the hospital, runs some tests on 
her, and discovers a brain tumor. 
It turns out to be malignant, with 
a prognosis of only six to eight 
months of life left to her. This is 
doubly hard to take because 
Michael has fallen in love with 
Katherine. At Miss Lees' urging 
he decides not to tell her about 
her fate. They begin dating and 
fall in love. However, she 
figures out the. truth and goes 
into a binge of drunken self-pity. 
She comes to her senses and 
ultimately returns to Michael. 
They are married and their life 
is ideal, except for the fact that 
they know that it won't last very 
long. But they make the most 
out of what they have, thus 
making it a "Dark VictoryH. 
In my opinion, Elizabeth 
Montgomery is the finest actress 
around today. Her acting scope is 
unchallengeable. She excels in 
both comedy and drama. I has 
been a constant source of 
amazement to me that she .has 
never won an· Emmy Award. 
Nominated a total of nine times; 
seven for her series "Bewitched" 
and once each for her specials "A 
Case of Rape" and "The Legend 
of Lizzie Borden", both of which 
are among the very finest por-
. trayals I have ever seen, she has 
. never won an Emmy. I fully 
expect her to be a nominee once 
again for this picture. Although 
she has very strong competition 
. in the performances of Susan 
Clark in "Babe lt and Jane 
Alexander in "Eleanor and 
Franklin", SHE DESERVES TO 
WIN. Her performance is 
. flawless and it is unthinkable that 
an actress who has given us so 
much pleasure has never 
recieved an accolade for it. 
Anthony Hopkins is equally 
stunning in his role. Fresh from 
his triumphs in "Equus" and "QB 
VII" he again proves that he is 
one. of Brittains finest actors. 
Altlllan Blasts Oscars 
Although' 17 songs from 
"Nashville" were up for Oscar 
nominations for"Best Song", 
: Director Robert Altman is 
charging the Academy with 
purposely excluding the films 
scorefrom the "Best Sound-
track" category. 
According to Academy Rules, a 
score is eligible for this category, 
if at least five songs from the film. 
are written by one writer or fa 
team of writers. "Nashvillel, , 
which uses music from several 
different sources, does not 
qualify. John Green, a 
spokesman for the Academy, 
said "This has nothing to do with 
the qualitative value of he score, 
it has to do with a technical 
classification of the rules." 
But in an angry telegram to 
Acad.emy President Walter 
Mirs(!h, Altman said the e)S:ciusion 
has at "destructive effect" and if, 
"discrimination" and "ar:' . 
bitrary". Altman further . 
contended that "Nashville" 
composer Richard Baskin wrote . 
more than five songs for the 
soundtrack, and that - the 
Academy's Board of Directors is 
reinterpreting its rules to ex-
elude his film. 
Editors note; Only one of the 
songs from "Nashville" has made 
. the list of finalists for "Best i 
Song". That song is "I'm Easy" , , 
music and lyrics by Keith 
Carridine. The song was.' just 
awarded "Best Song" by the 1 
Hollywood Foreign Press 
Asso, ciation (Golden Globe 
Awards). WJS 
collegiate camouflage 
H I P 0 M S A R 0 G A H T Y P 
Also exc..!ptional is the per-
formance of Michele Le~. Long. 
considered nothing more than a ~ 
nominally talented musical 
performer. she gives totally 
plausible performance and has 
several especially good scenes, 
the best of which is when 
Katherine tells her how much 
she appreciates all theat she has . 
done for her.-
Granted, the script has its 
limitations. It was a sob story 
and was written as such. The 
performers do succeed however 
in making it more than that. The 
ph.)tographY and lighting were 
extremely welll executed. There 
were also some inventive 
techniques used in the production. 
When Katherine is having the 
tumor removed, the camera 
follows a troubled Michael 
throughout his day. The 'sounds 
of her operation were dubbed 
over the conversations that went 
on during that time as michael 
made his rounds .. 
This was a slickly made 
picture and thanks mainly to its 
actors, was thoroughly enjoyable. 
When you see it be prepared to 
shed a tear .or at ieast to have a 
catch in your throat, because it 
is a sad picture, and is far 
: superior to all the other 
productions of the sob st~ry 
genre. 
LECrURE: 
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.ULISSlrIBDS 
for sale 
1971 Toyota Corona Deluxe; new 
rubber, in-dash tape deck (8-
track), excellent running con-
dition., Need money! $1200.00 or 
,best offer. Joe-823-1638 
Tired of your old records? Now 
get cash for them. High prices 
paid. Also selling rock" jazz, 
blues, etc. albums cheap. Call 
Kevin at 917-7154. 
Been wondering' what to do with 
your tax return? Quality hi-fi 
components for less- Sansui, 
Kenwood, Pioneer, Nikko, Dual, 
Phillips, ~H, MA, JBL, and 
~~, -Jilft Kelly, Comment off-
fice-697-3983. 
Women's ski b9ots; size 6 1/2, 
Koflach buckle. Boots in ex-
cellent condition. Best offer. Call 
Cindy, 871-1669. 
Garrard model 82 turntable with 
dustcover, only used 4 months. 
Cost $125, will sell for $65. Contact 
RO$e, Great ~ill, rm. 129, x 372. 
1969 PeterbiIt. Deluxe custom 
paint job. This rig's a beauty! 
Only 900,000 miles. Custom "car 
over engine," double sleeper I 13-
speed road-ranger transmission, 
388 Cat diesel, dual chrome 
stacks, dual chrome 50 gal. saddle 
tanks, aslQng $25,000. Rm. 330 
"Dul~1f, 1i::s73. 
1966 VW bus. 2,000 miles on 
rebuilt engine, new battery, 
shooks, voltage regulator, and 
muffler, Body in good shape. 
Completely carpeted in rear with 
2 removable benches and dining 
table. Asking $550. If interested, 
~all Mike at 697-3857 between 2 




Having problems with your in-
come tax? The Internal Revenue 
Service toll-free number for tax 




Lighting technicians willing to 
work free to light a stage full of 
fools on· April 1st. If interested, 
leave name and how to contact at 
the class of '76 mailbox. Thanx. 
Competent sound crew for "fools" 
concert on April 1st. Will be 
working with Peavey, Altec, 
Crown, and EMC equipment. At 
least 15 microphones. No pay 
available. If interested, leave 
name and how to contact in 
class of '76 mailbox. 
still lost 
Twenty fools. If found, please 
return to the S. U. Auditorium by 
April 1st at 6 pm. Come, find 
yokrself and a friend in a land of 
'differ.ent types of music from big 
productio~, 'i9 a solitary folk 
titigelJ• ' 
~oncerts' 
Tickets on sale now in in~ 
formation booth for "Concert of 
Fools" to be presented April 1st 
from6pm to 10:30 pm. 20 fools for 
a buck? Why, that's only a nickel 
a fool! Se~ ya there! 
Twenty fools at the concert for 
"76" will ,be playing music by 
such artists as Yes, ELP, Zappa, . 
CSN & Y, George H artison, 
;Hendrix, Dylan, Aerosmith, 
Allman Bros., Denver, America, 
Fleetwood Mac, Stones, Lou 
Reed, Kinks, Chuck Berry, on and 
on. Can you spare a buck? 
Coine near a free concert by 
soloist Johnny Hall, who sang the 
, lead role in the pjemiere per-
formance of "I ,Love America," 
written by the famous American 
composer, John W. Peterson. He 
will sing on Friday, Feb. 13th at 
l:oo pm at the Trinity Baptist 
Church, 1367 Main St., Brockton, ' 
Mass. All are cordially invited to 
attend! 
,""" Classified I'd Farm 
Circle headillg: . Wanted 
For Sal~, Lost & FOlD!d 
lIouslng Ride/Riders Wanted 
Personal Oiher 
Ad to read as follows: .. ',' 
. ~ 
Classlfieds are free for all students, faculty. staff and 
and administration of BSC 
For all others, rates are iJ5¢ per word. 
Name Phone 
Address, Total Enclosed 
personals 
Bill Campanele is what??? to 
whom??? 
To Donna M. from Canton-I read 
your personal. Sorry to 
disillusion you but you've got the 
wrong person. I don't have a 
beard. Never had nor never will. 
The STTAR. 
C. H. & E. C.-~Thanks for the 
audio-visual aids. I couldn't have 
done it without you! Chris. 
Minnie Mouse-You are the one 
that is causing the problems, not 
me. So if a:nyPn~needs to Cllt the 
shit; ~.tt'S" yon.' 
To the uTen Four" in En 101 
Tuesdays and Thursdays at 12 in 
L-I-Do you fool around? I do. 
They say equals attract. From 
the lady. 
Hey "Log!" How's it resting? 
The phantom tree choppers. 
Marie--Happy Birthday and don't 
worry about "Germany"--"the 
City Dweller" 
To the towel guard last Friday 
night--Thanksfor being our 
messenger to the dance to get the 
combination. The two swimmers 
in distress. 
Dear Sandy--Ginger Rogers? 
Hah! We all know that without 
me, you'd still be in the back row' 
of the chorus. Fred Astaire. 
~ohns~ft..~'I11alj[' goodness there's, 
you atBSC. Maybe a beach whale 
and a moose aren't much of a 
team, but we sure are. I love you, 
your own ginea. 
Leggs--Thank you for breakfast 
last weekend. See you next 
Saturday! Love, Bully. P. S. I'm 
really not-such a bully. 
Hotpants-just ,thinking of you 
makes me see STARS. 
To the two "'happy hillers"-
Two streakers passed me by, 
Dressed as if it were July. 
It really was quite a shock! 
upon being asked "why?" 
'they replied with a sigh, 
That they couldn't undo the lock. 
From-the owner of the lock. 
M.onster Bitch & Miracle Worker-
You must have got something 
mixed up on the long talks! R. D. 
hasn't been back! What went 
wrong'? Confused & S. S. 
Desired-Feline connoisseur of 
the cat to be this 23 year old's date 
at the music hall on the 21th. 
Reply by mail to: Occupant, 
Apt. 3110, 180 Main, 
Bridgewater. 
Ihay otay oopieb~y in 403-..; 
ianbray. 
Gramps-Coffee in one hand, an 
enema in the other, how do you 
expect to keep the Hebe-Jebes out 
of Scott? Get out of yer Rocker. 
Meitra-~Happy Birthday to you on 
Wednesday. I hope you'll be 
lucky. Khalil 
Tie a Yellow Ribbon round the old 
oak tree, 
It's been three long years, do you 
still want me? 
Joe Rose, master of keyboards, 
including org,i.), piano, melletron, 
, ARP, and moog synthesizers will 
be one of the fools in concert on 
April 1st in the S. U. Auditorium. 
M. D. Carey-Hope you're feeling 
better soon. It's lonely being the 
only one awake at night. Your 
pal. Love, C. A. V. 
To te Green Phantom--You can sit 
and smell in our room any time! 
The turtles. P. S. You bet your 
sweet -- we are t 
Paul-U she can take on King 
K~ng, she can take you on any 
day. LaVerne. P. S. Have you 
found "It" yet'? 
Diane-Even tho you can't sing, 
we'll let you do your thing on the 
eve of the 17th!!! P. S. You're a 
jewell,have a happy 22nd! L?ve 
you, Roomies. 
Chris-Happy Birthday one day 
late! Hope your 19th was as much 
fun as my 20th. My best to you 
always. W.T. 
Hey, Hey, Hey, Dana Jay, 
You think you're cool 
While in the pool-
We know the truth, 
You're real uncouth. 
We heard, rumors 
,'Bout your bloomers. 
You were in the dark 
Running through the Park 
Picking your nose while 
Wearing pantyhose. 
Remember the Streakers 
Even without sneakers? 
Well now guess who 
Wrote'this to you!! 
Laverne--Happy 21st even if your 
birthday is in July (ever consider 
changirig it?). Can't wait to see 
Lorraine get married in May! Do 
you suppose Louise knows? (Hope 
she doesn't bring Jeffery!) 
What a great reunion that will 
be- too bad Bonnie, Lynn, and 
Kathy couldn't come too. "We 
will remember the way we 
were" --"Joanne" 
Streakers Unite! Streaker parade 
slated fo near future. Date to be 
announced later. Contact P. or E. 
of Great Hill. 
F. J. C.lII--so you got a "B" on 
that paper? N. 1. B. That -night 
, was delish. Let's do it again some 
time. Happy Valentine's Day and 
Happy Birthday, too, dear!! Give· 
me a call over the weekend if you 
like. T. C. and L. A. A. F. --K. D., 
To the Nomad, D. B., So you 
fInally made it down from the 
Hill. Congratulations! If you 
think those late night water 
fights were bad, you ain't seen 
nothing yet! Don't open your 
door .!o any strange PE:Ople. 
Janice' U.-~Watch those bagels. ' 
Betty M.-What do you have tha~ f. 
don't? Hilda W.--I love your bIg 
brown eyes. Karen R.-Good 
loOks. Karen M. has got it all! 
My dearest Lover, you are just 
too much for me. You were all 
over me before I could say NO 
MORE. I know that I'm good 
looking and I like having sex with 
ffiAIl but vou're an animal. And I 
like that-I'm yours. Love, Jackie 
S. 
Dearest Peter M., I've heard you 
gobbLe wben.YmI'play pinball; I'll 
bet you secretly wanted Morgan's 
T-shirt too. Marg & Greg M. 
Ted-the excavation in the MM 
sporting goods section uncovered 
many Foster's cans but no 
Wattles. Sorry-Bruce. 
Miss Q-4 weeks without smokin' 
(cigarettes, that is)-keep it up! 
Miss T. 
Hello Bruce-There are two, no 
three weapons at the disposal 'of 
the Spanish 'Inquisition- fear, 
surprise, stealth, and faith--oh 
'bugger. 'Cardinal Jimen~z. 
Killer ;& B-boop-I still owe you-
one. Cepacol stinks, you turkeys. 
f,orget ,it. 
Phil-hi, Schmoe! Sure wish I 
could increase your weekly 
ration. Miss you, Maryanne 
Dan B.~-What did you think of my 
drawing (of your shoes)? And 
when, are you going to start 
studying-after you flunk the first· 
test? VAC, 
Brian B. from Scituate--Where 
have you been hiding~ Ever since 
te first time I laid eyes on you, 
I've wanted to get to know· you 
betterrrrr. H· available, -please 
reply in next week's personals. 
To the tat curly-headed s. o. b, -
drop dead!! YQu're as about a 
,'person fttnny,dogJs fleas are and I 
think they're over you on that one, ' 
too! ! Pig! 1 "Smoothie" 
. P. D. --Even though you 
aren't really Latin, you can still 
keep me company at midnight! 
( I have a cure!) 
o-rh i $ ValentneSj)d~ 
express '-lOUr love. with 
d song t"o );e pia yed . on 
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Congratulations, Kathy G., on 
your engagement! Best of luck in 
the future. Love; Prissy & Zeb. 
"Enchanted" --We are forming a 
vigilance committee. We will find 
you! This is your only warning. 
To the girl with the new sweatsuit. 
-Hope you jog your way to health 
in your 19th year. Happy B-Day! 
Your "young&" friends. 
Dear Mark--Get off of my back, 
you ass. You may think you have 
good looks, but you don't. If you 
want to go to bed with me you are 
out of your mind. Yours is too 
small. (K. S.) 
To the Enchanted--If you must 
know, people other than myself 
gave me my nickname. The Star. 
. P. S. Why should' you be allowed 
the luxury of anonymity? People 
know who I am so confess! 
Hank W.--I would never lower 
myself by becoming interested in 
you, a theatre-artist type. Un-
fortunately,· that last personal 
was a mistakeN-hope it made you 
laugh as hard asi 1 did. Hot Pants. 
valentines 
Steve M. (#21)--This is to make up 
for the 'personal I didn't put in 
last year but you thought I did. 
"I love you." 5 yrs. old. 
Happy Valentine's Day!-To the 
best friends around! !--Lisa G., 
Judie S., Loretta S., Lisa B., 
CaroleeC., Lynne B., VaIK., Pam 
H., Nancy S., Loretta B. (and' 
everyone else I forgot). Love ya 
all! "Cal" 
Blue Eyes--Will you be my 
valentine? Love, your Babe &, 
twine. XXXOOOX! ! 
Jeff--I love you Buckwheat, oh yes 
I do. I love ynu Buckwheat, and 
I'll be· true. If you won't be my 
Valentine, I'll be blue-- Dh Buck-
wheat I LOVE YOU! Buina 
Hopeful _~ 
G.J.H. - Love is not being afraid to 
admit it. And I love you. Happy 
,valentine's Day. 
Barb--Friday was fun but we will 
have to discipline ourselves not to 
overdo a good thing. Happy 
Valentine's Day. Mary Hart-
man. 
To Jeaka--Happy Valentine's 
Day. Love, Misssster Beano. 
M. B.--Happy Valentine's Day: 
you're a true friend, I'm so glad 
we're "roomies" 
Lips--Happy Valentine's Day. I 
love you. SWAH! from the 
Phantom. 
Brian--I would like to wish you a 
Happy Valentine's Day and if 
you're not with anyone you can 
join my lonely heats club on the 
14th. Love ya, Carmen. 
You are like a Viking to me 
A plunderer of riches ana 
treasures. 
And you have taken something 
from me 
Something valuable beyond all 
measures. 
Moriah. 
Teddybear--The two of us. Alone, 
and separately together. Rabbit. 
To my mighty Wacko--You are 
the Sunshine of my life! Happy 
Valentine's Day: love, love, 
love! Your loving Pip 
Happy Valentine's Day to all the 
girls at the table in the Caf. Be 




7 NIGHTS & 
Maria--May this Valentine's Day 
be something special. Love, Paul. 
Honey-Bunny, 
.. To love someone is to be the 
:mlyone 
To see a miracle 
Invisible to others. 
To love someone means 
To see him 
As God intended him. 
Love this Valentine's day ansd 
Always, Darling xo 
Dr.--Iwantyou for my Valentine! 
Be mine Forever, Your Little 
Angel 
Phillip M.--Happy Valentine's 
Day! Maryanne 
Two young girls looking for 
Valentines. Must be fun-loving 
and cute. Answer to the 
Sweet Hearts in next week's 
Comment. 
crisis center 
Crisis Cen ter: 697-8111. 
Emergency counseling and 
r.efeJ.'Fd .sar-v·i~,. M.1bJ have a 
problem, want information, or 
just want to talk, Call us! 
Puosto, A Place to Stand, Inc. 
west virginia 
'Anyone interested in spending the 
First week of the Spring Break 
(March 5th- 12th) in West 
Virginia working voluntarily and 
learning about mountain culture 
with some students from 
(.U!;PNN... contact .Beth 
Gabelhant. Phone 697-7443. 68 
Bedford St., Bridgewater. 
Februaz .12, 1976 
carpenter's shop 
Last semester a new club was 
formed called the Carpenter's 
Shop. Taking its name from _ the 
carpenter, Jesus of Nazareth, the 
group has been getting together to 
share and celebrate a common 
faith in Jesus Christ as personal 
Lord and Saviour. Meeting every 
Tuesday and Thursday at 11; 00 
am, in the S. U. Seminar Room, 
the group has been steadily 
growing in size and enthusiasm. 
~y BSC student . 
is eligible to join us as we praise 
the Lord and pray with and for 
each other. The Carpenter's 
Shop is neither catholic nor 
protestant, but is ecumenical in 
nature. We encourage anyone 
who has or is seeking for a 
personal relationship wit God 
thro gh Jesus Christ to come to 
our meetings. Chuck Marotta. 
, S. N!E. A'. 
The Comment 11 
Interested in running for an office -
drop your name and phone ~umher off 
at S.N.E.A. Office ~ Cubicle-'f' ·-3rd. 
floor. Student Union 
SOCIOLOG Y CLUB 
There will he an important m~eting for 
all Sociology Majors who are interested 
in joining and developing the 
30ciology Club. Election of Officers 
will he held. Please come. Meeting 
will be held iri. Boyde~ Domon~tration 
Room atll:oo am on Tuesday Feb. 17. 
Price based on quad occupancy plus 1 0 ~tax and services 




March 12 - 21 
8 DAYS: 
At the Luxurious Holiday Inn directly on the beaCY 
Round Trip by Luxury Coach Michaud Bus 
J/ SERVICES OF 
RESIDENT TOUR 
. DIRECTOR 
Baggage Handling At Hotel 
Full Breakfast Every Morning 
Pool Party Free Beer & Barbecue / 
" . ill S 
" N~\.. ~ ea 
O~\\OuRS '7'~ tl(O ~~ \ ?.. 
WALT ;DISNEY ~-?~ 
SUNSET TOURS:. 71 WEST HIGHLAND AVENUE.. MELROSE, MASS. PHONE: 662-9492 
Call Old Harbor Travel 204 Harvard St., Boston 9-5 at 523-7061 
NAME. _______________________ ,SCHOOL. _______________________________ _ 
ADDRESS. ___ ----------------------------~---------- PHONE ___________ _ 2 3 . ROOMATES 1 ___________________________________________ ____ ., 
DEPOSITE ENCLOSED, ____________________ . ____ .. WEEK OF._. ____ .......... _______ _ 
$50.00 DEPOSIT NEEDED TO HOLD RESERVATION. DEPOSIT IS NON REFUNDABLE, NON TRANSFERABLE. 
. 
, .. 
. ~ I ~ • ~., " ' ~,~ j.' • 
~ . 
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12 The Comment February 12, ·1976 
Icemen Set· for Final 3 Game. Homestond 
nears 2000th save 
Everyone knows about those 
toys you buy for children that 
come boxed in a million pieces 
with a set of directions that just 
don't seem to work. 
You've even bought new 
batteries for the toy, but what 
good are they if you can't put the 
damned thing together? 
Similarly, the Bridgewater 
State hockey team finds itself in 
20 separate pieces with a set of 
directions that just aren't being 
followed. They've even got new 
batteries in the form of four ad-
ditional players that· coach Ed 
Connors has added to the team, 
but what good are they if the 
machine isn't working? 
It's a dileJllma that the Boston 
College basketball team seems to 
have falllen prey to, and as the 
Eagles are finding it tough to win 
this year (are they out of their 
league? ), so the Bears are winless 
in eight consecutive games as of 
Tuesday. 
In the past week BSC(5-9-3) 
tied the University of New Haven, 
3-3; lost to North Adams State 
College, 6-2; and lost to Salem 
State College, 7-l. 
There's just one consolation in 
the current losing streak. Just as 
there is usually someone around 
who knows how to put the toy 
together. tri-captain Jack Foley 
has been outstanding both in his 
leadership and goaltending. 
The Wakefield native was not a 
big factor in the New Haven game 
last Wednesday, as the two clubs 
fought to a 3-3 tie in overtime. 
The Bears held a 3-1 lead at the 
mid-point of the second period on 
goals by Hanover freshman Don 
Smith and two by Pat Galvin. 
But the Chargers came back in 
the third period, with Da ve 
Katchpole knotting the score at 
11:13. 
Foley then made some ex-
cellent saves (23 in all) to hold off 
New Haven, but Jim McWade (24 
saves) was his match in the op-
posite goal. 
BSC travelled to snowbound 
North Adams last Saturday af-
ternoon and found themselves on 
the short end of a 6-2 score. 
The first period contained brief 
moments of organization for the 
Bears, as each club notched one 
goal. 
Freshman Bill Humphrey. 
opened the scoring for BSC at 
12: 01 on the power playas his 25-
ft. wristshot beat goalie Dave 
Bruce along the ice to the far right 
corner to give the Bears their only 
lead of the game. The former 
Canton High captain was assisted 
by Tim Manning and Pat Galvin. 
Ted Richard tied it up for the 
Mohawks with just 54 seconds left 
in the period, but not after some 
excellent goaltending by Jack 
Foley. The 5 ft. 9 in. , 162 lb. 
senior stopped 13 shots in the 
period, including 2 within a split 
second of each other off Steve 
Gianelli and Ken Johnston on the 
rebound. 
NASC broke the game open in 
the second stanza by notching 3 
goals in a span of 2:22, beginning 
at the 57 second maFk, followed by 
a Bob Zanetti goal at 13:49 to 
make the score 5-1. 
Milton's Pat Galvin tallied for 
his 16th goal of the season at 17:52 
after taking a nice feed from Don . 
Smith, closing the gap to 5-2. 
But Mike Denzer closed the 
scoring at 6-2 in the third period 
on a lO-ft. wristshot from directly 
in front of the BSC net that Jack 
Foley had no chance on. 
Jack made 40 saves in the 
game, many of thenm on 
deflections and breakaways, as 
the Bears were outshot, 46-18. 
On Monday BSC visited the 
Salem State club for a lesson from 
the powerful Vikings (13-4) on 
how to dominate a hockey game. 
In the first· period along, the 




Jack Foley' ties up puck for one of his 535 saves this year and 
1,973 in his 4 year career at BSC. (Barbara Tobin photo) 
shots on Foley, but Jack kicked 
out all but one of them in an 
acrobatic display that amazed the 
spectators in Danvers. 
Foley, who hopes to attend law . 
school after graduation this 
spring, might well have filed for 
non-support as slapshots from the 
point, deflections from in close, 
and continuous screening nearly 
cost him his life. 
But the shell-shocked goalie 
held on through the game to make 
53 saves (second highest in his 
career behind the 62 he had 
against Boston State two years 
ago). 
When the game was over, 
Salem had outshot Bridgewater, 
60-13, enroute to a 7-1 victory. 
CROSS-CHECKING--By the 
time you read this,Jack will have 
broken the 2,000 save barrier, as 
he had a total of 1,973 after the 
Salem State game. In addition, he 
has 535 saves this season, 44 short 
of the BSC record he set last year. 
Leading scorers for the Bears 
are Pat Galvin (16 goals and 15 
assists for 31 points), Brian 
Hanlon (9 goals and 18 assists for 
27 points and his highest single-
season production), Paul Kelly (7 
goals and 14 assists, equalling last 
season's totals) and Don Smith (8 
goals and 9 assists). 
If you want to see Jack in his 
. last games for BSC, as well as to 
lend encouragement to the rest of 
the team, you can come down to 
Crossroads Arena in West 
Bridgewa ter Wednesday J 
February 18at 7:30p.m. when the 
Bears meet powerful Lowell 
University; or . Saturday, 
February 21 at 7:30 p.m. against 
Fitchburg·State; or Wednesday, 
February 25 at 7:30 p.m. VS. 
Boston State, a perennial power 
that BSC has never defeated (but 
maybe they will this year). 
Tonight, you can· catch the 
Bears on WBIM-FM at 7:15 
against astrong (11-6) Holy Cross 
team, the first contest ever 
between the two schools. 
If not, how about driving out to 
Crossroads Arena at the in-
tersection of Routes 24 and 106 in 
West Bridgewater, to see the last 
Bridgewa,ter S41te home' games of 




TEAM - - W L T PTS GF GA 
North Adams 5 2 0 10 32 19 
BRIDGEWA TER 4 2 0 8 27 20 
Boston 3 0 0 6 20 10 
Salem 3 0 0 ·6 18 3 
Worcester 3 4 0 6 21 23 
Framingham 5 0 2 30 36 
Fitchburg o 2 0 0 6 16 
Westfield o 3 0 0 7 19 




When you ski 
W011len's track club 
looking for new members 
Round Top 
Rt. 100 Plymouth Union, Vt 
5 mi so of Killington. Gondola 
Pay for 1ST nite 
2ND nite free 
at participating lodges 
4600 'and 3100 ft. chairs 
Student lifts rates $4.50 weekends 
... $2.50 midweek. Student Ski 
Assn. members save another buck 
on weekends 





1. Looking for something to 
break the dull monotony of 
studying? 
2. Bored with you hum-drum· 
exislance and seeking new 
challenges? 
3. Fun-loving, and do you like 
to meet new people, and get into 
new things? 
shot put, discus, or hurdles. 
For this year at least, the 
women's track program is 
assigned a "club" status, one step 
below a team. The club is in the 
process noW of finalizing it's 
schedule for this season. An April 
24th meet is set against URI. 
Four meets against top area high 
school teams are being arranged, 
and Fitchburg State and UMass. 
4. A female? are also good possibilities. The 
As long as you answered "yes" BSC club will also enter the 
to at least question #4, that's all "States" in May (the Mass. In-
. you need to yoin in BSC's new vitational Track Meet), which, 
Women's Track Club. Whether incidentally, may even be held 
you are a highly skilled and ex- here at Bridgewater. 
perienced veteran, or a complete Ready to share his expertise 
novice who thinks that the 440- with beginners and ve erans alike 
medley is when 440 people sing is the club coach Tom Arnold. 
together, you are welcome. And Now in his second year as an 
you can take your pick of any or I anatomy and kinesiology teacher 
all (although you might get a little here at BSC Arnold has a strong 
Bridgewater State College has tired if you pick them all .. .) of the track background upon which to 
received over 29 inches of snow following events; 100, 220, or 440- draw. He started running in 
this sea~on. yard dashes; 88O-yard, I mile" 2 junior high, and by the time he 
:~ .... u it·~ ~: * l- ~ ~ ~t ••••• In •• ~-A~lil~,.)~rpP~.··ie!a.k~~~ .. oJ;.~~y.~~·""L.Ylas in senior high he was good 
medley runs or the field events--- enough to be a state finalist. 
From there it was 4 years of 
.running for Baldwin-Wallace 
College in his native Ohio. Next 
came a position as an assistant 
track coach at Santa Fe Com-
munity College in Florida, wh~re 
he also had the opportunity to 
train with such track biggies as 
Frank Shorter and Marty 
Liquori. 
So if you're worried about 
inadequa te coaching or none at 
all, forget it. Coach Arnold is 
ready, willing, and able to help 
anyone interested in track. "Our 
objective, is to have fun," he says. 
Everyone is welcome to come out' 
and practice with us. 
The club has already held an 
initial organizational meeting, 
which resulted in a good turnout. 
BSC will be looking for good 
things from the likes of Sheryl 
Simmons, Noreen McLaughlin, 
Patti Barr. Linda Dodd, and Ruth 
Jameson in the track events, and 
Donna Boisvert, Becky Welch, 
Mary O'Toole, and Kathy 
Mahoney in the field events, to 
name just a few. 
So why not give it a try? 
There's still time before the first 
practice date of Tuesday, Feb. 
17th at 3:30 at the track (Football 
Field). If interested, or have any 
questions, either come to the 
track on the 17th, or contact Tom 
Arnold (at the Kelly gym), Ruth 
Jameson (room 46 in .Wood) or 
Linda Dodd (room 226 in Tilly); 
And don't forget the "Fun Run" 
open to all students and teacher~ 
(male and female) on campus. 
For all you late sleepers, the time 
has been changed to 3: 00 every 
Sunday afternoon-- meet in the 
lobby of the gym. Different 
routes are taken every week, and 
you can run as far or as little as 
you like. Track club members 
this si a good opportunity for yo~ 
to get those kinks out after a long 





by John Mondor 
The Varsity wrestling team 
rtty'~a.ted· -Holy Cross Saturday, 
Feb. 7 by a score or 30-IS. 
Although Holy Cross dressed five 
wrestlers, a series of forfeits on 
both teams allowed Bridgewater 
a slight lead at the beginning 12-6. 
Freshman Phys. Ed. major, 
Roger Tremblay, wrestling in the 
150 lb. class, outmaneuvered the 
pinning combinations of Holy 
Cross' Paul Weis but failed to win 
the 5-2 decision. 
But late in' the third period, 
John, who had contracted the flu 
virus a few days earlier, fatigued 
and his opponent scored points on 
him. The match was lost by a 5-0 
decision. The Final Score in 
Bridgewater's favor 30-18. 
Due to the efforts of coach 
Stephen Cowell, we have a few 
new members who have had no 
wrestling experience. They are 
learning fast and will contribute 
winning points to our team in the 
future. Anyone wishing to learn 
wrestling may still join. If not 
come and talk to Coach Cowell at 
our practices. 4.bout next year! 
..... ·1t· .. gMs· me pleasure to see 
many BSC fans at our matches. 
This support encourages us and 
gives us the enthusiasm we need 
as a team. Keep up the good 
work and see you at our next 
match against Western New 
. OS4Lki4 U 
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Mary Moulson shows swimming form as member of 1975-76 sse women·s swimming team. 
Joe Jordan and Eric Brunelle 
accepting the forfeit in the 158 and 
177 classes respectively, gave the 
grizzlies a 24-15 lead. Then, fresh-
man star John Angelini (personal 
record 5-1) outmoved his 191 lb. 
opponent in the third period, 
setting him for a pin. His victory 
added six points to the BSC team 
score .. ··!n the heavyweight class, 
John Nadwourny put up a good 
battle. The match remained 
scoreless the first two periods. ~:~~!.'f"llege,Tues.Feb.17atMermaids fall to Minutewomen 
;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::;:;:::::::::::::::=:::::=:::=:::::: 
Men's Swimmers Host New Hampshire tomorrow 
by Karen Tewksbury 
wallop BU The Women's Swim Team 
faced -one of the best teams they. 
:::! will swim this season, last week at 
:~:~ a meet vs. UMass. "The UMass. 
:;:; team is really great this year and 
BRIDGEWATER' The 
Bridgewater State College e 
varissity swim team extebded it 
dual meet season's record to four 
wins and one .10ss with 73-30 
trouncing of the first-year team 
from B OSTONoston University 
last night at the Bsc pool. The 
Bears won eleven of thirteen 
events, limiting the Terriers to 
wins in the one-meter and three-
nneter' diving pyents . Rick 
lB~ttist1n~I LED THE Bears's 
effort with a good time in the 1,000 
freestyle (11:09.0), and a victory 
in the 2-- backstroke. Steve M 
ONEY SCORED DOUBLE WINS 
IN oney scored double wins in the ~:~: it was a priviledge to swim them 
200 individual medley and the 2000 :::: for our 1st time," comments 
breaststroke. Other first place :::: Coach Bill Walker. "They have a 
finishers for the Bears included Al :~:! squad of many juniors and 
Johnston in the 200 butterfly, Ken :::: seniors." The young BSC team 
Curran in the 100 free, and l:~: took a beating yet as a squad of 
Randolph's Jim Gardner in the .:.: young swimmers - this year exists 
500 free. Asiso scoring in the meet as a growing and building year for 
were Mike Arseneault, Kan future strength. The girls did 
Trainor, Frank Nackel and Russ. swim well for their own stan-
Clough. The Bears have the dards, even though these were 
week-end off, during which they often surpassed by the UMass .. ~ 
will prepare for their next meet girls. First places were awarded 
with traditional rival Babson in to Sandy Kapp for 50 fly, 100 fly. 
Wellesly, on Tuesday, February Those receiving second places 
10th. were Kris Lattimer 200 free, 50 
free; . June Hussey 100 breast-
BASEBALL CANDIDATES 
stroke; Jaqui Long 50 free; and 
Cindy Stewart 100 free. Third 
place awards were received by 
Chris Pellitier 100 breaststroke; 
Sharlene Raduazo 50 breast-
stroke, 500 free; Lori Thornhill 50 
backstroke; Mary Moulson 100 
backstroke, 200 Individual 
Medley; Cindy. stewart 50 free; 
Diane Cleary 100 free; and Kris 
Lattimer 500> free; . 
As the girls approach their last 
few weeks of practice they 
prepare for the last dual meet of 
the season, which is VS. UNH at 
HOME on Friday (date: Feb. 13, 
1976) at 5:00 p.m. in the BSC 
pool! ! ! "The UNH team is 
another tough squad with a lot of 
depth. They have weak points 
though which may help us to get 
the edge on them," remarks 
Coach Walker. The times are 
going to be considerably close .. 
possibly by a difference of only 2 
or 3 seconds in some races. One of 
the events to especially watch for 
is the Medley relay- the opening 
race of the meet· which involves 
four swimmers each doing 1 of the 
4 strokes- back, breast,fly, and 
free. Also, the free style events 
should be dose arid exciting.- The 
meet is sure to be exciting ana 
Coach Walker expects the score to 
be much closer than the last two 
meets. This home meet vs. UNH 
is the girls' last swim meet of the 
'75-'76 season, so they are sure 
going to be psyched for it!!! 
Come to the BSC Pool at 5:00 on 
Friday to cheer as the BSC Girls 
DO IT IN THE POOL! ! ! 
FUN RUN 
All baseball candidates will meet in GI20 at ACTIONS speak, louder than words! 
. . We want to SEE you any Sunday at' 
4PM Wednesday,Feb. I8.Candidates must bring. . 
. . . 3: 00 for a Fun Run,startlng at the 
first semester report cards and second Kelly Gym. Thanks to those who 
semester schedules 
'Fun-ed' it last Sunday 
-
DO YOU KNOW THAT THE 
- -
COED RECREATION ASSOCIATION 
HAS 
Sat. Feb. 21 vs. Fitchburg Wed. Feb. 25 vs. Boston State CROSS COUNTRY SKI 
Bus leaves from the Hill and the Student Union Feb.21 . EQUIPMENT YOU CAN RENT? 
at 8 and Feb. 25 at 7 NO COST NO SIGNUPS CONTACT JUDY BARD 
IN THE KELLY GYM IF INTERESTED 
~~~.t~.$ ~S.~09.,l)E.r,OSIT & BSC,IJ) . P,4RTY WITH~l!:1-R~. HO~~E.y" . 
;..... .. _... 1:':"1·"'4· '~!1.~ ~ ,.~t:\'1 ~_.lt jt~ .... 1,~. 
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BASKETBALL RS AT 7~11 
By Joe Silvi 
ANNOUNCER: Good 
evening, everybody and welcome 
to To Tell the Truth with our 
host Garry Moore(ap-
plause) ... and now introducing 
our panelists tonight which are 
Gene Raybur-
n(applause) ... Peggy 
Cass(applause) ... Orson 
Bean(applause) ... and Kitty 
Carlisle(applause and a cO':lple 
of boos) ... And now ladies and 
gentlemen here is Garry Moore. 
MOORE: Well,hello,everybody 
and welcome to tonight's addition 
of To Tell the Truth.Good evening 
panel. 
PANEL:Good-ev-en-ing Gar-ry. 
MOORE:Well,I see everybody is 
bright and chipper,so let's beg~ 
with our first 3 contestants. Will 
you open the curtain please'? 
(music) 
ANNOUNCER:Number l,what is 
your name please? 
NO. l;My name is Bridgewater 
Bears. 
ANNOUNCER: Number 2,please?' 
NO. 2:My name is Bridgewater 
Bears. 
ANNOUNCER: Number 3,please? 
NO. 3:My name is Bridgewater 
Bears. 
MOORE:This is the story of the 
Bridgewater Bears.Last 
Thursday night, in Kellygym, a 
Mike Sarsfield-Iess< due to 
suspension)Boston State team 
the Bears fell victim to that old 
disease 'inconsistency' .The 
Warriors scored the first bucket 
of the game then Steve Jantz 
and Brian Parsons hit jumpers 
to put BSC out in front to stay for 
a while. The lead fluctuated 
betwwen 1 and 5 for the next 5 
minutes.The Bears extended 
that lead to 19-12 with a little 
over ten minutes remaining in 
the half. Then the visitors put on 
a trap(two men on the ball)and 
that lead quickly turned into a 
22-21 deficit with 7:00 on the 
clock. Two free throws by Steve 
Jantz(two of the 7 free throws by 
him in the half)put BSC back out 
in front by one.Both teams at 
this time were using the trap.-
Both teams were getting in foul 
trouble. Most of the remaining 
sector of the first half was sp.ent 
at the foul line.The score was 
tied at 32 with 3 minutes left 
before the Bears put together a 
string of 7 points to regain the 
lead.Thenthe 'tease' that was 
used against North Adams was 
instituted again with a minute 
and a half left.The score at 
halftime was 41-36 Bears. 
In the second half,Steve 
Crocetti put the Bears on the 
scoreboard first with a jumper to 
make it 43-36.Boston then put on a 
fun court press and wittled away 
at the lead and took the led 
themselves at 51-50.Two free 
throws by Doug Daniels gave 
. BSC the one point advantage ,the 
last lead the Bears would see for 
the night the Warriors continued 
to press causing the Bears to turn 
over the ball many times . With 
six minutes remaining in the 
half,Boston State'led 63-56 and the 
situation was just beginning to 
get worse with Bridgewater 
people fouling out left and right 
and the Warriors hitting many 
free tosses from the charity line 
kept building upon that lead until 
it settled at the final score of 88-70 
, Steve Jantz 
Last Saturday night,the Bears 
defeated a very weak Mass. 
Maritime team 75-51. 
Bridgewater played well; well 
enough to win.The Bears jumped 
out to a 18-2 lead and it was not 
until ten minutes gone in the first 
half that the .. Mariners had their 
first field goal.The lead extended 
to 22 at 30-8 before Coach Knudson 
went to his reserves. The rest of 
the first half was pretty boring so 
in this letter will only be men-
tioned the halftime score of 42-23. 
In the second half the Mariners 
tried to make a ga~e ~~ o! it ~. 
they scored 10 points to BSC's 2 to 
cut the lead to 44-33 as the Bears 
hit only one of their first six 
shots.But the Bears did not lose 
their heads (as one costumed-bear 
we all know and love did). Within 
the next three minutes the Bears 
had extended that lead back up to 
21 at 56-35. The lead fluctuated in 
the low 20's until it settled at 75-51 
Bears. 
Monday night brought the 
week's most exciting game as the 
Bears fell victim again to in-. 
consistency and the 
General(General Holman) AND 
SMU by the score of 73-68. The 
Bears again started out quickly 
jumping to a 10-2 lead on a Walt 
Driscoll jumper with 3 minues. 
gone in half one. The Corsairs 
'came back though as after 
missing their first five shots they 
hit their next 5 to cut the 
Bridgewater lead to 15-14 with 14 
minutes left.After an exchange of 
free throws the game was tied at 
20. A jumper by Pardo Parsons 
put the bears back out in front 22-
20 halfway through the first half. 
A basket by Mark O'Connor made 
the s~ore 24-20. But SMU with the 
help of General Holman tied the 
score at 24. Two free throws by 
Pardo made it 26-24. Action 
started picking up here. Up and 
down the court both teams went, 
it was worse than seeing a tennis 
match. Bridgewater had the lead 
at 30-28. Little did anyone knOW 
that was the last lead the Bears 
would have. SMU took the lead at 
36-32. An easy layup by Tom 
Leoffler on a lob pass from Jantz 
made the count 36-34 Corsairs. 
SMU then scored two buckets in a 
row, one on a costly turnover (one 
of several dumb mistakes during 
the half) made the .score 40-34. 
The Bears came back· with two 
baskets of their own, one by 
Pardo Parsons, his last points of 
the night, and by TomLeoffler. 
Add a SMU bucket and the score 
was 42-38 Corsairs at halftime. 
In the second half, Batch 
Crocetti pulled the Bears within 
two points at 42':40. The Corsairs 
rattled off six straight points to 
make the score 48-40. As the 
. Bears missed six straight 
shots SMU was pulling a man-to-
man press which forced the Bears 
into many bad shots. Another two 
two-pointers by Satch made it a 
50-44 score with 13: 35 rem~ining in 
the game. Another string of six 
by the visitors made it 56-44 
Walt Driscoll 
SMU. Later after. a General 
Holman Bucket the score was 62-
48 the Bears trailed. 
Bridgewater, like day and night, 
came back strong With the score 
at 62-52, a layup by Walt 
Driscoll, a corner jumper to 
Satch Crocetti. and a basket by 
. Mark O'Connor made the score 
62-58 SMU. A ter a free throw by 
SMU to make it 63-58 there was 
several exchanges of baskets 
with Mark O'Connor bucket 
pulling the Bears to within three 
at 65-62. After another exchange 
of baskets there was an easy 
layup by Holmes of SMU on 
another turnover to put SMU 
ahead 69-64. An errant pass by 
BSC led to another score by SMU 
which for all intent and purposes 
was the ballgame. Two buckets 
by Mark Donohue were wasted 
at the end to make the final 73-68 
SMU. Signed Bridgewater 
Bears (MUSIC) 
MOORE: Now we'll begin the 
questioning with Gene Rayburn. 
RAYBURN: Bear, number one, 
do you know what a turnover is? 
NO.1: No, I don't. 
RAYBURN: Number 2? 
NO.2: Something you eat. 
MOORE: Time's up Gene. 
Peggy? . 
CASS: Number 3, do you know 
what a time-out is'? 
NO.3: It's something you do with 
your hands. 
MOORE: Time's up, Peggy. 
Orson? 
BEAN: Number 2, do you know 
what fan intimidation means? 
NO.2: It means five-lettered 
expletives being shouted on the 
court. 
MOORE: Time's up, Orson. 
Kitty? 
CARLISLE: Well, seeing I know 
~ nothing about basketball and 
nothing about Bears, I'll pass. 
MOORE: Okay, panelists will 
you now vote for number 1, or 2, or 
3. If there .are all wrong votes all 
our contestants will win a paid 
weekend to Wilbraham, Mass. 
home of Friendly Ice Cream. 
(AFTER VOTES HAVE BEEN 
ANNOUNCED) 
MOORE: And now with the votes 
cast, will the real Bridgewater 
Bears please stand up? . 
AROUND THE. RIM:-Example-
The Bears hit 57% IN THE 
FIRST HALF AGAINST Boston 
and 31% IN THE SECON-
D ... Examp1e the Bears hit 5 of 16 
in the first ten minutes of the 
second half, in the second ten they 
hit 10 of 14 ... Example-the Bears 
made IS turnovers in the first half 
I against SMU, eight in the last four 
minutes ... Thank, God there is 
. such a thing as Mass. 
Maritime ... Pardo ... Steve Jantz 
had 8 assits againstSMU ... Steve 
Crocetti probably played his best 
game of his BSC career Monday 
night, scoring 17 points and six 
assists and keeping the Bears 
above water when it looked, like 
they were -sinking fast...-
Pardo ... BEARS HIT 18 of 20 . 
FREE THROWS AGAINST' 
i Boston St. .. Bridgewater will be in 
Worcester Saturday 
night. .. Amen .... 
Photos by B. Tobin 
DO YOU KNOW? ITRACK CANDIDATES 
by Tom Knudson 
The three point ABA field goal 
is not the first time a basket made 
from the floor was worth three 
points! 
Actually, the point values in 
basketball are some of the oldest 
rules in the book, but in 1893 a field 
goal was made to be worth three 
points. A foul at that time did not 
result in a free throw but· 
automatically resulted in a point 
for the opponent. In the two years 
of basketball before 1893, a field 
goal and f0\11 were both worth one 
point- but'that generally resulted 
in more points scored on op-
ponent's mistakes <fouls> than on 
baskets scored by the team itself. 
. :t'he rules changed often in 
those days, and in the next year, 
1894, the free throw (from a 
distance of 15 feet - our present 
rule) was instituted and the field 
goal went back to a one point 
value. Again the free throw and 
field goal were worth the same 
amount -- one point. 
The present rules for scoring, 
two point FG's and one point 
FT's, began in 1896 and have 
remained until now, except for 
one more trial gear. In 1901 a 
three point field goal 'was tried 
again, but proved unpopular and 
chan~ back the next year. So 
the three point field goal has not 
been a successful experiment in 
amateur basketball, and its in-
teresting to not that even in the 
ABA, there is less and less em-
phasis on the long 3 point field 
goal. Perhaps it will disappear 
from the game again. A "one 
bounce" dribble rule was put in 
the rules in 1927, but taken out 
again before it was ever used. 
The rules have changed very 
little since 1915, but the emphasis 
and· interpre- tation of the rules 
gradually led to our present 
version. Rewording of the rules in 
1935, 1949, and 1969 eliminated 
more of the advantages the 
dribbler had over his opponent 
and the colour of the game was 
maintained .. 
All students interested in competing in 
spring track are urged to drop a note in 
Coach Brady's mailbox opposite 
Dr. Lehman's office in the gyn1. 
COME ONE COME ALL! 
JOIN IN THE FUN! 
·COED SWIM MEET 
Swim meet will he Feh. 26 
starting at 7: 00 
for info contact Judy Bard 
in the gym 
Women's Basketball 
team loses to URI 
Seventy~seven has been the 
magic number for the '76 Bears. 
Bridgewater scored 77 points in 
the first two games of the season. 
Both times it was more than 
enough for the Bears to win. 
Last Thursday, 77 came up 
again. And once more it was the 
point total of the winning team. 
Only this time it was rival 
University of Rhode Island, with 
77, and Bridgewater three points 
short with 74. URI escaped with a 
77-74 triumph over BSC, a real 
heartbreaker for the Bears. 
Bridgewater started the game 
off with a severe case of cold 
shooting. For the first 7 minutes 
the BSC basket might just as well 
hav(t had a lid on it, because 
nothing Bridgewater put up would 
fall BSC finally broke the ice at 
the 13:01 mark in the first half, 
when Sue Walas hit a short 
jumper from the left side. That 
shot, plus 2 previous Joan Howard 
free throws made it 17-4 in URI's 
favor. 
Rhode Island completely 
dominated the first twenty 
minutes. Offensively they 
couldn't miss. Defensively they 
really didn't have too tough of a 
job since Bridgewater was 
shooting so poorly. And on top of 
everything, URI's full-court press 
had BSC off- balance and edgy. 
As a result, Rhode Island went 
into the locker room sitting 
c'omfortably atop a 45-29 lead. 
Well, there must've been 
something in BSC's halftime 
oranges, because they were a 
different team in the second half. 
The Bears scrambled and hustled 
their way back into the game. At 
long last their shots were drop-
ping, their press was producing 
turnovers, and their defense was 
stopping URI cold. Bridgewater 
suddenly came alive. In fact, URI 
was so surprised that the Bears 
were able to cut their deficit to 4 
before Rhode Island came out of it 
and started fighting back. 
From approximately the 14-
minute mark it was anybody's 
game. URI would pull away by up 
to 12 points and BSC would storm 
back to anywhere within 5. That's 
how it went until the buzzer·-~ a 
cat and mouse chase with URI 
always those elusive few points 
away. 
So many Bridgewater players 
played key roles in the comback 
that it would be unfair to single 
out one or two as responsible. An 
of the BSC players out there 
contributed. They kept their 
poise remarkably well, con-
sidering how pressure-packed 
and emotionally charged the 
game was. 
Bridgewater also showed signs 
of an improving fast break, 
cashing in on many 2-on-l and 3-
on-I opportunities. Junior Sue 
Walas hit 8 of 14 shots from the 
to URI's 47. 
~n the end, time ran out on the 
Bears. Another minute or two 
and the outcome might 'ye been 
different. The 77-74 loss, 
however, will have to stand. But 
after playing 20 minutes of the 
kind of basketball that they 
played, Bridgewater can't really 
be too disappointed. 
The Junior Varsity is un-
defeated in two games. They 
scored a convincing 79-49 triumph 
over the URI JV's. URI jumped 
off to a quick lead, but BSC caught 
up at 10:10. The Bears took off at 
this point and never looked back. 
Taking advantage of her team's 
depth, Coach Diane Dednah 
substituted freely throughout. 
The JVs are a well-ballanced 
team, with talent in ball-handling, 
rebounding, fast-breaking, and 
defense categories. And so far 
they've been working together 
fairly well. Good things are in the 
future for this ,group. 
Tip-ins: Look for junior Mary 
Kelleher and sophomore Jim 
Gilrein in the Bear suits at the 
home games .. ,. The radio world 
will never be the same after 
Sherrie St. Onge and Killer 
Kelleher'S broadcast of the URI 
game on WBIM. Watch out 
Howard Cosell. ... Ask Gayle 
Cameron who the meanest-
looking player on JV is. . .. Keep 
an eye on 1/12-- Denise 
Berezyniewicz. A 5 ft. 6 in. for-
ward from Quincy, she jumps like 
she's 6 ft.. "Brez" turned in an 
outstanding performance against 
'mtI~ which is getting to be routine 
'for this naturally talented 
sophomore. . .. The next home 
game is this Friday (Feb. 13) 
against UNH. JV's start at 5, 
Varsity at 7. 
floor in scoring 16 points, in- Jackie Dunphy driving 
eluding several baskets from .in for an easy layup 
downtown. Joan Howard picked 
up 13 points and pulled down 16 
rebounds. Super-soph Denise 
Berezyniewicz tossed in 10 and 5 
ft. 8 in. forward Jackie Dunphy 
grabbed 14 caroms~ Captain Tuesday night the women's 
Bardy Stevens dished out 6 basketball team eased past 
assists. Springfield College 48-45.1t was 
URI actually won the game at BSC's third win in four games so 
i the foul line, having been out· far. The victory was especially 
scored from the floor 64 to 56. significant for the seniors on the 
Foul-wise, the game was lop- team,as it was the first time BSC 
sidedly tipped in URI's favor. has topped Springfield in the past 
Bridgewater made only 16 trips to 4 y;~~SJunior Varsity remained 
the line (hitting on 10 of these), unbeaten in 3 games,pinning a 72-
while URI was awarded 37 op- 45 decision on the Springfield 





Thu. Feb. 12 7:30 Roadrunnersvs. Cupcakes 
Bohemians vs. Hursts Heros 
8:30'Sures'vs. Happy Hookers 
Perverted Pistons vs. Rockets 
9:30 Alpha Wild Pigs vs. Kappa Crows 
Crusaders vs. Bullets 
Thu. Feb. 19 7:30 Amberilla vs. 'Cupcakes 
Professors vs. Hursts Heros 
8:30 Happy Hookers vs. Hoop Inc .. 
Rockets vs. 'Hoffa's Remains' 
9:30 Kappa Crowsvs. Sons of Italy 
The Bullets vs. Buckeyes 
COED VOLLEYBALL FINAL STANDINGS 
CHOW DOWN LEAGUE SAFARI LEAGUE 
1.Cumulo Nimbus Specials 
2. Farrey's Fiascos 





Leary's Loony Goons 








* The playoff date for 1st and thru 4th places will be 
announced soon. The games will be Cumulo Nimbus 
Specials against ..lVo No Nooans and for {irst and second 
overall and Dodd's Odds against Farrey's Fiascos for 
third a nd fourth overall 








The schedules are out and the first games will be 
Monday·Feb. 23 
* * * *ON MONDAY FEB 16 THE LARGE 
YM(ONLY)WIU BE OPEN FOR USE FROM 
1-4.* * * * 
15 
UPCOMING BSC SCHEDULE 
Fri. Feb. 13 Baskethall(W) UNII 5:00 
Swimming(W) UNH 5:00 
Sat. Feb. 14 Basketball at Worcester StateS: 00 
BasketbaII~W) at UMASS 
Swimming Colby 2: 00 
Tues.Feh. 17 Basketball. Framingham St. 
(of which they converted 21). The More on these games will 
Bears continue to I.ook good under· appear in the next issue of the 
the Tll~~~S~q~~tlq~-:~:W~m~ .. ,~ {)ojl1l.lMb.~JI·''''''''-''~·'''AT;_?A, .......... ~ttI!.I.'!JFiF.'~~~ 
Wrestlin~,! ~,,~!~~I~.J~~~ .. ~,~~I~.n~! :,:~9.. 
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A Pleasant Success: 
Early Childhood 'Learning Center 
By Sharon Cowan 
clay table with chopped off legs 
provides the kids with a feeling of 
independence and control over 
what he wants to do. 
Making messes at the Center is 
jencouraged as a fun experience, 
but children are expected to pick 
up after themselves. The 
significance of play, says Ms. 
Larrson, is always un-
derestimated. Adults aften view 
it not as a role-practicing, lear-
ning experience, but more as a 
way to keep kids busy, "Kids are 
far more competent than most 
people think," she says. The 
Center's program is a child-
oriented one, as opposed. to a 
conventional, teacher-oriented 
situation. Unlike in society, 
The history of the Early 
Childhood Learning Center, Inc. 
begins in April, 1972, when Kevin 
Preston included the Center in his 
platform in the campaign for SGA 
President. It opened in January, 
1973, in its present location, the 
basement of Pope Hall. Director 
Joan Larrson from Boston 
College, first joined the staff as a 
teacher, and subsequently took 
over the directorship. The staff 
includes four permanent mem-
bers, three of whom are Early 
Childhood Educators; some EOP 
work studies people; students in 
education fulfilling their forty-
nour field work requirement; and 
several volunteers. Children ages 
two and one half to six are con-
sidered for admission; they are 
accepted on a trial basis for six 
weeks, after which time tuition 
may be refunded if, in the opinion 
of the Admissions Committee, 
they are not benefitting by the 
experience. Semester fees per 
child for a fuil time student are 
about $200.00. Full time tuition 
UKids are really far more competent than m()st people think," says Oir. JO&11 Larrsou. 
. where children are a non-vocal 
group with few rights, at- the 
·Center a child gets respect, and is 
equally as important as an adult. 
From talking and playing wlth 
the kids at the Center, a visitor 
will note one unifying·charac-
teristic among them all j that 
should by itself proyide any 
necessary justification for thOse 
per seme~Ler 101 staff, faculty 
and community members is about 
$500.00. The Center operates on 
the same academic calendar as 
that of Bridgewater State College, 
open Monday through Friday, 
7:30a.m. to 5:00 p.m. ' 
Discipline is not approached 
from the angle of crime/punish-
ment. The Center has certain 
rules, and when one is broken the 
trespasser (including adults') is 
required to "take time {)ut" and 
think about what he has done. 
Another example of problem-
~olving at the Center is eloquently 
illustrated by this dialogue: 
Boy: Joey knocked down my 
building. 
Teacher; How do you feel? 
Boy: Sad. 
Teacher: Maybe that's how Joey 
felt when you knocked down his 
building. Now you can learn to 
,take better care of each others' 
buildings. 
it 'is 'important to a child's image 
of him,self, his self-importance, 
that he not be talke~ "down" to, 
that he not be made to feel foolish, 
and that adults are bound by the 
same rules as he. 
The goal of the Center's ac-
tivities is to provide a learning 
atmosphere in which a child is 
can be social and emotional 
develpment. The premise that a 
. child's natural curiosity will 
prompt him to learn is in-
strumental in program for-
mulation at the Center. Here, 
teachers and parents are e:n-
couraged to interract freely, 
communicating any special 
problems a child may be having 
at home or at school. Parents 
often visit during the day, many 
joining their children for lunch. 
A visitor to the Center is im-
pressed with. the great freedom 
given the children. A large room 
is divided into "learning areas". 
Director Joan Larrson em-
phasizes that there is a reason 
everything is where it is. For I 
example. tables, easels, chairs 
and cots break up the. room to 
discourage running. Easels are 
placed side by side rather than 
back to back to develop language 
skills between the children. A peg 
board develops eye/hand coor-
dination. The concept of ~ex: roles, 
while not a "big issue", is dealt 
with when necessary; girls play 
with trucks and boys play house 
and cook. 
Every morning the kids come 
in and turn their tags over on a 
. name board; this encourages the 
Alcoholism' continued from p. 3 
trouble increased as the "direct" . try, no place that I would not go 
jfIoWet5 Will 
\Ee 11 1$tr 
!lou lobt J)tt 
result of drinking, both inside and never considering the con-
outside. It was during these years sequences. By then, I had vir-
tha~ I thought of suicide. My tually conned myself about my. 
acttonswere so completely relationship to booze and it was 
negative to what I thought they my master. 
should be that at times I thought I Then the blackouts. . They 
was actually "crazy". I know . began during this period of my 
now that under the influence of drinking career. I was never a 
alcohol I was U crazy " . I had no pass out drinker. Just imagine 
control over what I did, said, or functioning physically, (driving, 
thought. But typical of my talking, fighting, etc.) and not 
alcoholic personality I began to having any mental awareness at 
tuck these fears deep in the the time or recollection af-
recesses of my mind, and began terwards of what you were 
to spi~ a ~eb of justi- fication for engaged in. There are many men 
mY,drmk.mg. Of course, I always and women in prison t04ay who 
rationalIzed by saying "This committed crimes in alcoholic 
won't happen again. Things will blackouts and only 'know what 
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of this is that I really believed . In my drunk log it is important 
these statements. I had no idea of for me to detail my service years 
what an alcoholic was nor did I because I first encountered 
really care to find out. After all, serious problems through 
"I was only being a man to drinking at this time. My 
drink" . And, oh, that feeling, I behavior ultimately resulted in 
had it all together while drinking. my being issued an "Undesirable 
. It did not matter what I drank just Discharge" after serving three of 
as long as there was more. As far a four year hitch in the Air Force. 
'l:lalt'ntl'nt,r 'man as affect on others, I was actually When I left New York at age 18 
V lJ ~ C an "ass". ltdid not matter what! to embark upon my service 
said just as long as someone career I was filled with many Ant """:1& b 14 listened. As quantity increased different emotions. I had made 
.... _e:lJ ___ • ..;.' ... ,...P ___ 1" __ • _______ there was nothing that I would not the biggest dicision of my life up 
recognition of their own and their 
friends' names. Each learning 
area is designed to accomodate a 
limited number of kids, which 
makes overcrowding impossible. 
A weaving board develops small 
muscle skills and the learning of 
shapes. A collage table. teaches 
objects, colors, and words, and 
,who think the program is· just 
another Communist plot to break 
up the American family: a' strong 
self-assurance- a confidence in 
himself as an individual. 
a learning atmosphere in which the child is comfortable • 
until that time, and was full of It is difficult for me to describe 
anticipation at what experiences - the utter disgust and fear of 
this decision would bring my way. myself as the result of the brawls 
I felt at ease with the I got into while drinking. Getting 
regimentation of the early out of one and then dropping right 
training months, . I was equally into the next cl;tused me to feel . 
enthusiastic about my technical that I was going insane. I was too 
school training. I was ready to proud and arrogant to seek help ... 
experience all the adventures that Things would get better. I didnot 
I had imagined about the service. . drink then because I' was an 
That first year was good. My alcoholic, but because· of the' 
drinking was minimal. I was stupidity of the service, . or it was 
caught up in all the new ex- the captain:s fault, or my girl did 
periences coming my way. The not understand me, or ... I 
real agony of my life began when became an expert at justification 
I received assignment to Ger- but could not f~ce the simple fact 
many. Upon arriving there and of truth, "I could not drink". Also 
s tanding in the Frankfurt Air one of the things I realize now' is 
Terminal the waves of bitter that all through this 1 felt I had so 
lonliness overcame me. "God, much to offer the service, my girl 
three years here away from and anything that had to do with . 
everything I know". The first few me. I did not realize that I.had 
months there. were manageable, nothing at all to do with what 
an? _.I seemed to enjoy my talents lwas born with, and was 
dr~mg then. Then it started- too fogged to know that my job 
commg out of blackouts after a wa~ to develop them. 
fight with three· officers at the When thinking about suicide, I 
officers' club, getting drunk and detested myself so much I cannot 
not returning to base on time find the words to express the 
fighting with the airpolic~ feeling of hopelessness. . 
because I refused to leave a Evidentally my will to survive 
gasthaus after closing time- was stronger. How much different 
finally stealing an automobile was I from J.? What would have 
from a German civilian and happened while in the throes of 
assaulting him in the process. alcoholism I found a gun in my 
These are just the things I was hand? What about you? Think! 
caught and punished for. 
